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The supersonic phase of the O.0088105-scale MSC Orbiter/Booster
 
separation test (MSC test series S-XXVIII) was conducted during 
October, 1970 in the LTV 4-Foot High Speed Wind !innei, Dallas, 
Texas, at Mach numbers of 1.81, 2.99, and 4.39. The purpose of 
this test was to define the effects of the Orbiter/Booster proxi­
mity interference on the aerodynamic characteristics of the launch
 
configuration during separation or abort maneuvers. Each model
 
had both straight and delta wings available for variation of launch
 
vehicle configuration concepts, but only the straight wing orbiter
 







TEST S-XXV// Pjisc/ 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq.1 ) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
/x/ 7 /96x0 /70 73 
. 99 /0-.e x //C 
BALANCE UTILIZED: Z rV V-/ 4,v, V-/9 -, Co,,PO.v-W7-
COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
V1/-17 V8-18 VB-17 VB-/8 V8-17 VS-/B 
NF r-0 /900 L8 f-Z4 a±~ .00,goo6 
SF 400 8 0,84 L8 =.21900 0.36 .00/6 
AF 2o 300 L8 0.14 a. 0 L8 8,0007 .000 
PM loo 2i-L5" 3.16 Z7?T,,-t .0082 .oo.27 
250 CoYM 0- =-B0.~ /'A .0003 .000 






Two internal strain gauge balances were utilized for this test; one in the
 
orbite5 and one in the booster. The measured data were reduced to coefficient
 
form relative to the body axis system according to the wing configuration tested
 
and the test run objective (orbiter or booster measured data). Listed below
 
are the data set identifiers and the applicable dimensional data utilized to
 
reduce the measured data to coefficient form: 
Data Set Applicable Sref lref b 
Identifiers Wing (wing planform (wing mean (wing equivalent 
area, in.2 ) aerodynamic span, in.) 
chord, in. ) 
RCHOO1. W6 20.664 1.854 12.0 
through (Orbiter) 
ECH031 





RCH07 WB6 io6.846 9.54 13.374 
through (Booster) 
ECHO80 
The moment reference point (MRP) for the orbiter is 9.388 inches aft of the
 
orbiter nose, on the lateral centerline, and 1.462 inches above the bottom of
 
the orbiter fuselage. The NRP for the booster is 15.899 inches aft of the nose,
 
on the lateral centerline, and 2.0 inches above the bottom of the booster fuse­
lage.
 
The separation positions listed in Table 1 are referenced to the orbiter and
 
booster moment reference points and to the wind axis system unless otherwise
 




during a test run by utilization of a servo mechanism system. For example,
 
during an orbiter pitch or yaw sweep the booster was positioned to maintain
 
a constant separation distance between the moment reference points of the
 
orbiter and booster. The AY distance (lateral distance) between the orbiter
 
and booster was always maintained at a constant value of zero.
 
Data for this test are referenced to orbiter angle of attack or angle of
 
sideslip except for those test runs where the booster was tested alone. For
 
example, on data set RCH032, force data were measured for the booster, but 
the booster was fixed at zero angle of attack and zero sideslip angle and the 
orbiter was pitched through an angle of attack range of -l0o to 100 at a 
fixed sideslip angle of zero.
 
There are several test runs where the second independent variable alpha or
 
beta (IDfVAR(2)) was measured but it was not varied; the applicable data sets
 
and the number of data points per test run are listed below:
 
Data Set Identifiers Number of Data Points per Run
 
RCH019 through RCH028 11 
RcHO47 through RCH055 11 
RCH077 11 
RCHo78 through RCHO8O 21 
RCH056 through RCHO73 21 
Data points applicable to the above .data set identifiers were submitted into
 
SADSAC in the same order as they were measured and these data were not ar­
ranged in ascending order. Data plots applicable to these data set identifiers
 
4 
and this report were accomplished by using middle data points (the sixth
 
data point for test runs with 11 points and the eleventh data point for
 
test runs with 21 points).
 
Data submitted into SADSAC were the six basic body axis system coefficients
 
and CPB (base pressure coefficient). The values of the total axial force
 




The models for this test were constructed of aluminum and 17-4 PH stainless
 
steel to facilitate component buildup testing. All control surfaces were
 
constructed with zero deflection with no provisions for varying the deflec­
tion of these surfaces. A stress report (References 3 and 4) has been
 










H14 = horizontal tail
 
V5 = vertical tail
 
MSC Booster 251 (SB-13A) 0.0088105 Scale
 
BB3 = fuselage 
WBl = straight wing 
WB6 = delta wing 
HB1 = horizontal tail for straight wing configuration 
V31 = vertical tail for straight wing configuration 
VB6 = vertical tails (see Figure 2 g) 
Additional information on the above components are listed on the following
 










Tests applicable to the above configurations are described in Table 1, the
 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: cQe ,e pooT (Sm'/9 3,,4) q, ca88/," ,4cc 
DRAWING NUMBER: S Y 3 71002 8/ 



















Base 3/3,P2 P7-­2 /. v Z 
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MODEL COMPONENT- WING (W6)"
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- MSC ORBITEP 245 (S--3A) roOOBti05-SCALE
 








SPAN (EQUIVALENT)--------- . i3* 0o 12.000
 
ASPECT RATIO 6.9;9 b.963
 
TAPER RATIO 0.3753 U.353
 
OIFH"ORAL ANGLVDFG 7.010 7.000
 
INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 4,010 4.003
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEC
 
LEADING EDGE 4 v,0. .14.000
 
TRAILING EDGE 1.450 1.460
 




ROOT (WING STA. 0.01 24.08 2.546
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 8.49 0.898
 


















AREA- .. 1 385.3 15.49
 
SPAN (FQUIVALWNT) 11.93 9.719
 
ASPECT RATIO 6.00') 6.096
 
TAPER RATIO 0.332 0.392 
CHORDS 
ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 21.67 2.291 
-- TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 8.49 0-.95 
MEAN AERODYNAMIC t.05 1.697 







DIMENSIONS OBTAINED F O1' MODEL O'WINGS 
9 
MODEL COMPONENT- HORIZONTAL TAIL (P14)
 
GENFRAL DESCRIPTION-- MCC ORRITVr 245 (S-13A) 0.008105 SCALE
 









AREA 901.F iu. 073
 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 65. jO 6.872
 
ASPECT RATIO 	 4.6536 
 4.686
 
TAPER RATIO 0.3'3 0.353
 
DIcHVDRAL ANGL9,DFG 0.0 :0 0.000
 
INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 0.0JO 
 0.000
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEG
 










ROOT (WING STA* 0.0) 20.70 2.167
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 7.?5 0.766
 
MEAN AERODYNAMIC 14. '3 1.579
 
.25 MAC COORDINATES 
X 145.34 15.367 











AREA 588.4 f.577 
SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 48.T5 5.112 
ASPECT RATIO 3.973 3.q73 
TAPER RATIO 0.424 0.424 
CHORDS 
ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 17.19 1.807 
TIP, (EQUIVALENTI - 7.?5 0.766 







2 	 00-0 0.000
 




MODEL COMPONENT- VERTICAL TAIL(V3)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- MSC ORBITr 244 (S-13A) 0.0088105 ScALE
 




PXPOSrD DATA PULL S':ALE MOPEL (FT) (IN) 
AREA 455.1 t.087 
SPAN (EQUIVALFNT) ?1,17 2,23 3 
ASPFCT RATIO 0.9 5 0.985 
TAPER RATIO 0.470 U.470
 
DIFHCORAL ANGLFDFG 0.010 0.000
 
INCIDENCE ANGLFDEG 0,0.1O 6.000
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEG
 
LEADING EDGE 45,0. 45.003
 
TRAILING EDGE 15.00A 15.008
 




ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 29.?5 3.092
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 13.75 1.454
 
MEAN AERODYNAMIC 22.-4 2.373
 
.25 MAC COORDINATES 
X 138.25 14.617 
y 0.10 0.001 
Z 39oi4 4.133 
AIRFOIL SECTION 
ROOT NACA 0012-64 
TIP NA'A 0012-64 
n
DIMENSIONS OnTAINED F '0MlOEL 'AWINGS 
12.
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -

GENERAL DES:RIPTION: 9oOS7-4R 8.3- vlslo. 9 (sBVR-3.4.)
 
0. oBS/CS . c.. 
DRAWING NUMBER: ScPY 371002S22 













,,. 91 'w 
__,v 
Wetted 
Base 89_ ,­- /9.C&4 , v 
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MODFL COMPONENT- WING (WPI)
 
GENFRAL DESCRIPTION- MSC ROOSTF 251 -S6-13A) 0.008e105 SCALE
 









SPAN (FOUIVALVNT) 186.33 li,70O
 






DIEHEORAL ANGLEOEG 7.010 

INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 4.010 4.000
 





i.40 	 1.460TRAILING rOGr 





ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 38.18 4.121
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 13.51 1.428
 




x 	 150.117 15.867 































MEAN AERODYNAMIC 26.11 2.76J 












MODEL COMPONENT- WING (WR6)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- MSC OOOSTEr 251 (cSq-13A) 0.008105SCALr-








































































DIMENSIONS 09TfIMED FtO 
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25. -3 2.741 











75. 2 3.798 
6,71 0.709 
MOOEL DAWINI 
MODEL COMPONENT- HORIZONTAL TAIL (-81)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- " §CP.O6STFV 21 (SB-i3A) -. 0088105 SCALE 










SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 1050 . 11.196
 
ASPECT RATIO 3.158 3o,.68
 
TAPER RATIO 0,334 u.364
 
DIEHFORAL ANGLFD0FG n,1 0.000 
INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 0.010 0.000 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE, DEG 
LFADING FDGr 24.0,) 24.000 
TRAILING EDGE -7.0]0 -1.00 




ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 49.11 5.184
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 17.3 1.885
 





































ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 3t317 4.22b
 
TIP, (FQUIVALENT) t7.'3 1.885
 












DIMENSIONS 'OrTAINED F'O MODEL 0>AWTNGS 
15 
MODEL COMPONENT- VERTICAL TDIL(V'I)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION- MSC 2OOSTrF 251 (SR-13A) 0.0088105 SCALE
 














ASPECT RATIO 0.97 0.987
 
TAPFR RATIO 0.46 0.456
 
DIEHEDRAL ANGLEDEG 	 0.00) 0.000
 
INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 	 0.000 0.000
 
SWEEP BACK ANGLE9 DEG
 
LEADING EDGE 	 45.0-10 45,00Q
 
TRAILING EDGc 	 13.700 13.700
 




ROOT (WING STA, 0.0) 43,13 4.634
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 20.00 2.115
 
















DIMFNSIONS ORTAINrD FROtr MODEL 0 'AWINGS 
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MODEL COMPONENT- VERTICAL TAIL(Vl4I
 
GEEAL DESCRIPTI-ON- MfOO 2-1 (S9d-i3A) 0'.00 0 SCALE 








SPAN (EQUIVALENT) 39.70 4.197
 
ASPECT RATIO 1.971 1.051
 
TAPER RATIO 1.030 1.003
 
DIEHEDRAL ANGLEDEG 0.010 0.001
 
INCIDENCE ANGLEDEG 0.010 0.00.
 
SWEFP BACK ANGLE, DEG
 
LEADING EDGE 75.010 75.060
 
TRAILING EDGE 75.010 75.00U
 




ROOT (WING STA. 0.0) 37.'P 3.994
 
TIP, (EQUIVALENT) 37*7P 3.994
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TFST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The LTV Aeronautics Division High Speed Wind Tunnel is an atmospheric 
exhaust, blow-down tunnel with a 4- x 4-foot test section size. The 
Mach number range of the tunnel is from 0.5 to 5.0. Air is stored in 
six tanks, with a total volume of twenty-eight thousand cubic feet, at 
a maximum pressure of 600 psia and a nominal temperature of 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
The circuit utilizes both supersonic and transonic test sections, each 
4- x 4-foot in cross section and slightly over five feet long. For 
supersonic operation a single-peak variable diffuser is placed down­
stream of the supersonic test section. For transonic operation the vari­
able diffuser is removed from the circuit and replaced with a porous wall, 
transonic test section with 22 percent wall porosity. The transonic 
plenum is pumped by ejector action of the main tunnel airstream acting on 
controllable ejector flaps located downstream of the test section. Ad­
justable chocking flaps, also located downstream of'the test section, are 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; 
22 
m , ,in 
2 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see I ref or refl) 
c.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (p -Pb) /q I 
b ( Ab/S ref) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 











drag force coefficient hr the stability axis 
system, FD/q Sef 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
C CBL rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
Ci, s CSL rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
C1, w CWL rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M /q S b 
C CLM pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref I ref 
C 
m,s 
CLM pitching moment coefficient in the stability




CPM pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q S r re f 
CN normal force coefficient in the body axis 












yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz /q Sref b 







yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mz ' q Sref b 
pressure coefficient, (p-pm) /q 
C 
Y 
CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), F/q Sref 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),FS re f 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F D drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 





















side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c)
 








abbreViation for moment reference point
 


























rolling moment in the wind axis :system;N-m, ft-lb 
M 
M 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 





-i.yawing moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 






static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 






Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m 2 , ft2 
reference area; m 2 , ft2 
T 
V 
temperature; °K, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relatiVe to surrounding 







SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 








a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
$ BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
'V 	 ratio of specific heats 
r DIHDRL 	 wing dihedral angle; deg 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 












pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when-the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z.-axis; deg 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 





















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 





ADDTIONS TO NONCLA2 RE
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DFMINITION 
SEPPOS parameter name for separation 
position (see Table 1) 
Cpb CPB base pressure coefficient, 
(P -Pco)/q 
ALPS parameter name for booster angle 
of attack 
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Figure 1. - 245 Orbiter Coafiguration. Mode) S-23A. 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Figure 2. - Concluded. 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 
• 
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Figure 3 ,-'LTV 4-foot high speed wind tunnel dual support system. 
Top View 





Figure 4. - Coefficient and angle definition. '66 
Notes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 
moment coefficients, and angles are
 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 
axes tiave been displaced from the center 
of gravity. 
C, 
Cy *n C L 
a.' CI'w C, s Xs C/ 
FIME 5. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
 






POSITION NO. AX, in AZ, in AX/LB AZ/k B
 
1 .6.001 4.002 .2642 .1762
 
2 8.999 4.002 .3962 .1762
 
3 11.999 4.002 .5283 .1762
 
4 6.001 6.001 .2642 .2642
 
5 8.999 6.001 .3962 '.2642
 
6 11.999 6.001 .5283 .2642
 
7 6.001 8.999 ";2642 .3962
 
8 8.999 8.999 .3962 .3962
 
9 14.000 8.999 .6164 .3962
 
10 6.001 12.0/11.0 .2642 .5283/.4843
 
11 8.999 12.0/11.0 .3962 .5283/.4843
 
12 14.000 12.0/11.0 .6164 .5283/.4843
 
13 6.001 3.4 .2642 .1497
 




NOTE: Position No. 10 utilized AZ of 12.0 inches when booster
 
a= 00 and -50 and a AZ of ll.Oinches when booster a= +50.
 
Positions No. -13 and 14 are orbiter/booster mated positions
 
with AX and AZ measured relative to the booster body axis.
 







Romere, Paul 0.; Pretest Resort for the O.00881J5-scale MSC
Orbiter/Booster Separation Test S-XXVIII, MSC aeamorandum

number EX24/7007-249C, dated July 27, 1970.
 
2. 
Arnold, J. W.; High Speed Wind Tunnel, Facilit, Handbook;





Stress Analysis of the 251 Rev, B. Booster, Model SB-13A,

.0088105 Scale; MSC Drawing No. SKY 37100382; dated July, 1970.
 
4. 
Stress Analysis of the 245 Orbiter Model S-13A, .0088105;











LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BlIW6HI'V5 IN THE PRESENCE OF BOOST as3NB|HBI BETA 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE$
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.... LSTAT1ThJALAR..S 1._L. VARARLF BFGINNING EJDING
I 

. .. - CH 4 A - --C-A - - - A kP H A - -- - --- --1 - -- -- -- -$ --- - - - * -

RCHOOI CN ALPHA 
 5 8
 
..... cHnni CLM Al PW 17|
.... A 

RCHOOS CA ALPHA 13 15
 
----.--U-01% N ALP4A A L
 
RCHOUS CLM ALPHA 19 21
 
....RSC 003 CA ALPHA 27 ------

RCHO03 CN ALPHA 25 27
 
RQcHnnl rLM ALPHA 2A 3
 
RCH007 CA ALPHA 31 314
 
-_ E ___a.cN L __ 3LH 3 ..... . ... 
RCHO07 cLM ALPHA 39 42
 
... RC...n CACLPI 93. 14. ...
 
RCHOO6 cN ALPHA 46 48
 
RCHOIO CA ALPHA 52 51
 
...--RCfO!1O- CN L~tP A 5 52-

RCHUIO CLi ALPHA Se 60
 
... HflI2 CA ALPWAA 61
 
RCHOI2 cN ALPHA 6S 68
 
RCHOI2 CLM ALPHA - 6 72
 
RCHO5 CA ALPHA 73 75
 
-~--i - CO5. t -jI -NAP ~ 2b ----

RCHOIS CLM ALPHA 79 61
 
..--------RCH nI I CAA. S 2 t
 
RCHOII cN ALPHA B& 67
 






LONG AFRO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB! IN THE PRESENCE OF ORA RlIW6HIQVS, BETA a 0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPFNDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIARLE ALE.. BFeINNING / FNDING
 
RCH032 CA ALPHA 91 91
 








RCHO36 CLM ALPHA In9 III
 
C&ACHOT--- ALPHA 112 ll
 
CN ALPHA its 117
RCHO3q 
RCH03' CLR . . L -A-----'-F20
 
RCH038 CA ALPHA 121 121
 
oCHO13S CN- -ALPHA - 125 

RCHD38 CLM ALPHA 129 132
 
h CH 3 CA 133 135r- ALPHA 

RCH037 CN ALPHA 136 138
 
RCkqI37 C-M__ALCPHA " - jq .1r41 -

RCHql CA ALPHA 142 104
 
RCHO41 CN ALPHA I4S iN7
 
RCHOqI CLM ALPHA t'48ISO
 
RCHnq3 CN ALPHA ISS l5.8
 
R cfPlo 4- 7cLM ALPHA------------ --- - -1S2
 




RCHO46 CLM ALPHA 169 171
 
CA ALPHA 172 179
 
RCHO42 CN ALPHA 17r 177
 
RCH0042- LM ... LPHA-------------- I--'O 
. . .. . .-.. 7 3 ..
 
DATA P!0T INDEX 
__________ 
-. "Ntrj.AE.RO .CEARCT-f--RAk Al 1AHINVq OUTSIDE PRrSFNCF OF A ROOS5TER, BFT5 n 
.. ..EPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARJARAiF PAUAMFTRIr STIY 
- ~. .. DAIASETI PLOTTED:___________ 
RCH029 RCHO30 RCH03I
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VART.ABLE BEGINNING I ENDING
 
..... CA - ALPHA 8i- -.- 44-----

CN ALPHA 182- 182
 
... CL ALPHA 193­





LONG AERU CHARACT OF BOOStER.4B3W&I8MB OUTS.4DE-PRESECE.OF AN--ORSIIEUt -A U 
DEPENOENT .VkR1Ah~j.i-VS--ItOEPE DN T- AuRTAaL-4. PARAMETRIC STDY-
DATASETS PLOTIED .. . . 
RCHIOO RCHIOI RCHN02 




CN ALPHA 185 Is! 
CLM ALPHA 186 186 
--- f--lATA NO iNnrYx_ 
LONG AER.HARACT OF ORBITF 1iIlWAH;Qu MATFP WITH ROQTfE 
 RDi3plHph OIT A
 
DEPENDENT VARIARLE V4 INDEENDFNT UARIARIV*
 
... 	 DATIST P INEpNFNT1 OPnT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE, VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




R..I.3 CN ALPHA 	 3*B 188
RCHIQ3 CLM 	 ALPHA 
 189 I89
 
SCA ALPHA l19 
---
RCHIO' CN ALPHA 191 191 
R-HIO4 - A ALPHA 192 9-
RCHIO CA ALPHA 193 193 
RCHi 0 CN ALPHA 19'4 194 
RCHIOb CLN ALPHA 195 195 




LONG AERU CHARACT OF BOOSTER BB3Bttaa MATE D VI.TH vRBITER. 8IIT6HM Ufp- - a0 
UErtNL tLk1ARAakIE-.S- LNDERENEAt ARIL"LI4 
.-------
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEpENDENT PLOI PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 





RCHI6 CLH ALPHA 
 1YB 198 
RCHIU7 CA .6EHA 
- 0 9 . 199 
RCH1O7 CN ALPHA zoo200 






RCHIB CA ALPA 20 
 202
 
RCHl _... A_ _H_ _ . . ._O ZI . 




LATANDIE.€Z.A R_ .J'J ATLtzn*Et 5 - N .---.- -O--.------., -
LAT AND 11RC Lo~A'c~ x t~ & Ei(D-&O-~4jv4-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDFPENDENT VAIARL t-.
 
DATASEJI NQE - -JG.--- il-I-- .- - OtT. -P. 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
RCH0aO CY BETA 205 205
. 
R -1-CYN BEA206 2_____A 
RCHOO" CBL BETA 207 207
 
RCH~g@ -- l 8zET A20 .zat8-

RCHOO8 CYN BETA 209 209
 
R%Hto .... ETA ...........-- ,-.-.--24 U
 
RCHOi3 CY BETA 211 211
 
....3Ml L. CYN BETA 212 212 
RCHO13 CBL BETA 213 213 
R H.0 . Y ........ 4-. - --.... .-
RCHQUi CYN BETA 215 215 
RCHQOQ &§BL------ii± . -2214-6- -.-.3hZ 
RCHO09 CY BETA W7 217
 
RCHO09 CYN BETA 218 2 114
 





RCH0I4 CYN BETA 221 221

HtIA _- YA ZZ ­-R .. AL- ..........L . ... ....----- - Zn ..
 
.. .-. ... ... - -. -. ... . . . -- . .... ... .. .. . 22..... ...... ...
 
.DAT.A PLOT- I DEX--
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVBI IN PRFSENCE oF ORB BIIW6HIQv5
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLF, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDEmT PLOT PAGE 
P-LOTTE-b . VARTALE- ARIBLE .... NNINT / ENIG 
RCH033 CY BETA 223 223
 
RCH033 CYN BETA 724 221
 
-CFF033 tT. . wr- P-

RCH039 CY BETA 226 226
 
RCHO39 CBL BETA 27R 228
 
RCH4q'4 CY BFTA 229 Z2
 
RCHD'+( CYN BETA 73n 230
 
RCHO3S CY RFTA 732 232
 
. TA . .--... .. .--- "
 - - RCHO ----a N .... .. . ... . ... . 3 
RCH03S CBL BETA 234 23q
 
-- R-CHO-W CY BETA 2r3 235
 
RCHO4O CYN BETA 216 236
 
RCH(14n CBL BETA 737 237
 
RCHOME CY BETA 23A 238
 9...
RCHOMS....... N .. ........TA . ...... 239 23.  

RCHOQ5 CBL BETA 7qn 240
 




LAT AND DIRECT VERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WBIHBI AND BB3WBIHBIVBI- W/O ORB
 




........ -. -fEPE DENT -.... - tN- EP-E* E-N-f ........-.-PLO-TP AG .. ........
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 241 2 1
 






- 0E&N-EN-T---B 	 PAGE-PNON~ --- -
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 24q 245
 
CYN BETA 2qB 2, 
CBL BETA 2q6 2f6 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
---- - R 3.M4--RC--I-4.- -------	
­
---	 OPNDN NDEPENDENT PL1OT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CY BETA 	 247 247
 
. . . . BETA-.T. 	
---- . 2-98 





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving At the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in three sections:
 
(a) 	a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	an expanded list of all data sets, containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, the resident dependent variables, reference
 
data, parameters and respective values, and independent varia­
ble ranges.
 
(c) 	the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations: 
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray -Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 










0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B1IWSH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBlHB1; BETA











t2.14 _- __.7 
.10 
I 4 . 
-J _ _ II 
__ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
-
SYMBOL SCFFOS PARAMETRIC VALLES REFERENCE INFOO-IAflON 
D 1.000 VTA a Voo MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 9 IN 
2.000 ALPS 0.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
3.000 REFSXNRP 12.00009.3880 ININ 
YNRP 0.000 IN 
ZHRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE Dovo SCALF O.OA8 
MSC S-28 ORBITER Bt1WGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 (RCHO01) 22 JAN 71 PAGE
 
LONG-AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSH1AV5 -IN
THE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1 BETA =0




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO S.EPP0S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 BETA 6.000 MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
13 	 5.000 ALPS 0.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1 :8540 IN 
XR.2. 9 38806.1OREFS 	 122000  1N 
YMRF a.Una0 IN 
ZHRP 1,4600 IN, 
REFERfeNCE FILE 70000 SCALE 0,00ass 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI-IW6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO011 22 JAN 71+ PAGE 2 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIGHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCEOF BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA = 0
 









0 -8 -6 -4~.S. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S)450. sPrOS PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR"ATION 
0 7.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.81o REFS 20.6640 S IN 
O 8.000 ALPS 0.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
9 00XRP REFS 12.00009 .3880 IN 
YIRP " 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .00 0 SALE U0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIlGHi4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 CRCHO01I 22 JAN 71 PAGE 3 
_ _ 
_ _ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSH1.4VS tINTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST-BB3BIHBlo BETAFF 0
-" 
.32 


















_ _ _ _ 
10 8--4 2 a 4 681 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAs DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES' REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 10.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 S IN
 
0 11.00 ALP 0.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12.0000 INXHRP 9.3880 IN
 
'YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.008
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B11WGH14V5 NEAR'BB3WBIHBI CRCHO01) 22 JAN 71 'PAGE 4
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1W6HI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3UBIHBI0 BETA 









-0.4 - - -_ -_ _ _ 
-a aW -4 4 4 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNBOL SEPFOS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 SETA 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 se IN
O 2.000 ALPS 0.000 BETS o.oo" REFL 1.8540 IN

.000 REFS 12.0000 IN 
0 3.000 XNRF 9.3680 IN
 
YNRP 0.0000 iNZHRP 1:4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 [RCHO01) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 5
 















0.2 4- a.4 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL EPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREIJCE INFORMATION 














YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZIRP 1.4600 IN' 
REFERENCE FILE 000 SCALE 00088 
MSC 5-28 ORBITER BIIWSHI14V5-NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCH001) 22 JAN 71 PAGE e 










o0. 5 0 . 4 0 2 in 
4 9 0 10ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY*ISOL SEPPOS PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
7.000 BETA 0.000 NACH 1.010 REFS 20.6640 3.3 IN 
0 EOOO0 ALeS 0.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
RSFB 12.0000 IN 
9+D "."XNRF 9.3880 -IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.00'aREFEPRECE FILE .0000 
MSC S728 ORBITER BIIWH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI RCHO01) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 7 















Z 0.2 ___ 
0. - -__ 4- 0 _ _6 
-0.4 
81in a a a 2 4 6 
AaGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrMnOL SEFFO$ PARAMETRIC VALUEI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 10.000 BETA O.090 MACH 1.8f REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 







ZHRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE ovo SCALE 
a.0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WEIHB1 CRCHOO1) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 8 















FARAK TRIC VALUES 
O0.0b MACH I.Sla 
' REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 20.6640 s IN 
E3 Z .090 
3.00-





YMR FZzRF .: OD1.4600 IN1 N 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIlW6Hl4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO0i] 22 JAN 71 PAGE 9 














- 1o . 4 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sy"WL SEPPO$ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a 4.000 BETA D.000 MACH 1.010 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
0 5.000 ALPS 0.000 SETS 0.009 REFL 1.8540 IN 
0 .OOREFS 12 0000 IN 
XHR, 9:3880 IN 
YNRP O°0 01 IN 
ZHRP 1 .460 , IN. 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
 SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIW6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 CRCHO01) 22 JAN 71' PAGE 10 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BllWHI14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI9 BETA 0
 
0.4 





















SBl a 4- 2 4 6 : 1a
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BEF0 PoAR4NETRIC. VALUES REFEREN CE INFORMATION 
a 7.000 BETA 0.000 MNACH 1.6117 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 
[3 8.000 ALP8 0.000' BETS D.000 REFL 1.8340 INR 1.000R.000 IN 
9.000 XHRF 9.3580 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 INZNRP 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088
REFERENCE FILE .0090 

MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 CRCHOOIJ 22 JAN 71 PAGE 11
 
-0.2 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BEFFO$ FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 SO IN 
11o000 ALPS O.Wuo SETO 0.0ou RrFL 1.0540 in 
REFS 12.0000 in 
12.000 XMRp 9.3830 IN 
YHRPZ  0 OO0146 0 ININ 
REFERENCE FZla .0000 sCALE 0.0008 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BliWSH10V5 NEAR BB3VBI.HB] CRCHO01) 22 JAN 71 .PAGE 12 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B11WGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HBbo BETA 0­





















-_2 .o 2 
ANGLE (IF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALVES 
BETA .C00 MACH 1.810 
ALPS 5.000 SETS 0.0O0 
."YMRP 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 





REFS 20.6640 so 10 
RZFL 1 .8540 INREFS 12.0000 in 
IM. 9:1880 IN 
a0.00D0 IN"ZARG 1.4600 IN 
YNALE 0.0000 I 
22 JAN 71 PAGE 13 
LONG AERO CHARACT OFORB BliW6H14V5 'INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI 9 BETA = o 
.34 ' 1~r F 















CD .1 I 
16 ______ 
.12 
4a -2-6- 0 2 4 .6 10 
ANGL:E OF 'ATTACK,APHA. ,DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SPpOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 'INFORMATION 
T.000 SETA 0.000 HACH 1.81'a RCS 20.6640 0S IN 
REFL 1.8540 I. 
REFS 12.0000 'INo e.ooo ALPS - 5.000 BETS D.OD o XHRF 9.3880 IN 
'YMRP 0.0000 IN 
Z4RF 1.4600 .IN 
SCALE DODBS " gEFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSH14V5 NEAR BBSBIHB1 CRCHOO5) 22 JAN 7,1 PAGE 14
 
























"'C - _ _ -___ ­" 

.04 __ _ 
-0 -8 - 4 -202468 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. $ZPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORM.ATION 
o 10.000 BETA 0.00 MACH 1.810 REFS 6840 SQ IN 
o n1.000 ALPS - 5.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1,S540 1N 
o . REFS\1B.00 IN12 00 
°XMRP 9.3600 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 00088REFEREHCE: FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B1111SH14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBI .CRCHO05)- 22 JAN 71 PAGE 15
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB Bl IWSH14V5 IN; THE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HB. BETA 0
 






-0 0 0a. 5 
 0.40008
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S73L SZFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONo 000 BETA 0.0 MACH 1.10 	 REPS 20.6640 So IN 
5.000 AL PS - 5. 000 ETB 0 000 	 REF B 1 o80540 N 
6.000 	 XHRP 9.3880 IN 
YMRP a.Doan IN 
Z14RP 1.4600 IN 
a.08
REFERENCE FILE .D000SAE 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CkCHO05) 22 JAN PAGE f-6 











-10 -0 - -4 -0 2 4I6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.YMWL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7.000 BETA 0.00 MACH - 1.610 REFS 20.6640 Sa TO 
8.009 ALPS - 5.000 SETS D.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
0 .o REF8 12:0000 IN 
XNRP
YRP 9.38800.0000 ININ 
Z14RP 1.404 IN 
EFERENCE FILE .000 SCALE .008 
MSC S-28 ORBITER 'B1IWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO05 22 JAN 71 PAGE 17
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1WSH4Y5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3UB1HB1 BETA 01
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sYNSoL SzPFOS PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q :o.0o0 actA 0o.0o HACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 So IN 
3 ±1.00 ALPS 5.000 SETS 0.oo REFL 1.8540 IN o FS 12.0000 180 1z.aDo 	 XMRP 9 .380 IN 
YHRP 0.000D IN 
ZHRF t.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088 
REFERENCE FILE .000D 

!SC S-28 ORBITER B1IWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBI CRCHO05) 22 jAN 71 PAGE 18
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIW6H14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB 9 BETA 0
o.0/ 






LZ -±. ______ _____ 
2.2 
10 4 1 
ANDLEOF ATTACK, ALPHA, {DEOREES
 
SYMBOL -EPPO3 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
01 .4.09 SE3TA 0,0 MDACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 SO INz 5.0 0 ALPS - 5._ zIs 0._00 _ REF. 1.540. iN 
6.G000 REFS 12.0000 IN 
XMRp 9,38S0 IN 
Y14RP O,.0000 IN
ZR1 1.4600 IN 
SVSL..PF5I ,E REFERENCE SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWH14V5 NEAR 8E3WBIHBI CRCH005P 22SJAN 71 PAGE 19
 
_ __ ___ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB 'Bllll6H14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST-BB3WBIHBI, BETA 0 






















so0-8- 2 4 610 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBL SEPP0S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 7.000 SETA 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640 $a IN 
(3 S.000 ALPS 5.000 SETS U.000 REFL 1.8540 IN
 
0 .00REFS 12.0000 1 e
 
.00XHRP 
 9.388a IN 
YNRP 0.O000 IN 
ZMRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER 9llW6H14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO05) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 20
 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$ BO SEPPOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 1.000 BETA 0.000 HACH 1.810 REFS 20.6649 so IN 
13 11.000 ALFB - 5.000 scra (),BOB REFL 1.8340 IN12.0D0 REFB 12.0000 IN
 
XMRF .9.3880 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
IN
1 4600ZMRF
R FRO0 N[ FLE SCALE 0:008
 
MSC S-28 -RBITER BIWH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 CRCHOSj 22"_AN 71 PAGE 21"
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BILWSHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA 

. 34 











- -4 0 2 4 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNMOOL 0 PARAMETRIC VALK$"RFREC INFORMATION 
A .rav RETA O.DU MACH 1.810 RE17S iD.6640 SQ IN 
3 .000 ALF8 5 .OEM ETS 9.000 REFL 1 8540 1N 
REFS 12:0000 1N 
0 XNRF 9°.3980 1N 
ZNRF 0.06D0 1N 
REFERENCE FILE .0000A£ . 8 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR 883WBIHBI CRCHO033 22 JAN 71 PAGE 22 
LONG AERO"CHARACT OF.ORB BLIWGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HBIo BETA =0
 














-10 -$ -0 -4 	 a&U 4 0 in1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 SEPPO5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 7.000 BETA 0.o0 HACH 1.8610 	 REFS . 20.6640 so IN 
3 	 8.000 ALFB 5.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
. 
REFB :2.0000 IN 
0XmRF 9.3660 IN 




REFERENCE FILE 000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER*BIISH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO03) -22 JAN 71 PAGE 23
 















. ..0 . . 6 7a_ 
0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
























0 Z.o00 XNRP 9,58801 IN 
YmRP 1.0010 IN 
ZNRP 1.46DO IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0O0 €A0 .00 
MSC S-29 ORBITER 81IWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBI:HB-1 C'RCHO033, 22 JAN 71' PAGE 4 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB Bl1WSHJ4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1, BETA 0
 








1 -0. - 0 - 4 - 2 D2 	 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNWOL SEPFO$ PARfAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 4.DOU BETA 0.000 MACH 1.610 	 REPS 20.6640 SQ IN 










REFERENCE FILE .0000 
 SCALE 0.0aas
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO03) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 25 




















-0 6 -4 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL SEPFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 





0 7.000 BETA 0.000 HACH 1.81D 

0.0DO
3 8.000 ALPS 5.000 BETS REFS 1.0000 IN
 










IMSC S-28 ORBITER B1.lWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBlHB1 CRCHO03) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 26 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SYNBL SEPPOS FARANEiRIC VALUES _ REFERENCE INFORMATION'
 
10I.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.610 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
S 11.@000 ALPS 3 . O SETS 0.000 R5FL 1.@540 IN 
REFS 12.0000 IN 






 REFERENCE FILE GOODO 

MSC S-28 ORBITER BlIW6Hl4V5 NEAR B83WBIHBI [RCH003) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 27 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BlW6H14V5.-rN:,THE PRESENCE OF. BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA, =0 
1 I 1 6 j .1 IGII 9T?rr ?rr 














C-) 40. 00 
FI- • 
SETA_ 0.000__ MAC 81iII 
__ 











zE .I0008 N 
I2 
____ 


















-0-4t 0241 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VHMSL SEPFOS FARASETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












YMRP a 0000 IN 
ZMRp 1:45 " IN 
REFERENCE FILE o0000 SCALE 0.0088 
9SC S-28 ORBITER BI1W6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO03) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 29 














1 4 ___ __ 
-2.0 
-2.'20--8 -. 4 -2a .24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
fNS0L SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.000 MIA 0.000 BACH 2.810 REFS 20.6640 $a IN 
11.01W ALPS 5.00 SETS 0.000 REFL 1 6540 IN 
REFS 12:0000 IN 
S 1Z.Oug XURF 9.3880 IN 
YHRF 0.O000O IN 
ZHRF 1.4600 IN 
*REERNC FLE.000SCALE 0.0008 
ISC S-28 ORBITER B11WSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIlHBI RCHO031 22 JAN 71 PAGE 30 















<E. .12_ __ 00__ 
.02 
o . 0 2 4_____R 9_ a la 
RF .1:00 1Ntise EPO ILE .lATI0PIAhTICVLUSREFERENCE 
ZHRF 1.4600 1NSCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBlHB] (RCHO07) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 31o.00BIB.0AP000 EL1.50 I 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 IN THE PRESENCE OF BOOST 'BB3WBIHBI, BETA 
*32 
.30 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ _-__ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _,__ 
. 



















SETA 13.000 MACHf 
ALPS G.000 SETSl 
600REFS0 . DXMRP 




REFS 20.6640 so 
REFL 1.8540 IN 
12:0000 1N 
9.3880 I1 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088 
IN 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WSH14V.5 NEAR lbB3WB1HBI (RCHO07) 22 JAN.71 PAGE 32 
--
LONG AERO CHARACTOF ORB BLIW6Hi4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OFBOOST 883WBIHB10 BETA 0­
.4-i i1__-.3 ___ ____ ._______ 
















-1 6 202 4 6 to2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YNRF 0:000D IN 
ZMRP 1.4600. IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 00088 
33
MSC S-28 ORBITER B1"WGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CR0H007) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 
















FILE ANGLE DEGREES.__T_ SCALE 
-LSC S-OFFO T FARAVPETRIC NALUEAS 2CE REFEREC0 34FOiIATLON 
- 0 10.000 BETA 0.000 I4ACM{ 2.990] REFS 20.'G6640 SQ1 !fl 
o1 11.000 . ALFB 0.000l - &TB 0.000 REFL , 1.8540 in 
oR208 ErB 12.0000 in 
I R ; 9.380 it 
TuIRF * 0l.(00 p4N
Z.IRr 1.4600 IN 
nEgFcE r itz .00£00 SCALE 0.0088 
'SC S-28 ORBITER BIXYGHI4V5 NEAR BB3%B1HB1 CRCHOO7) 22 JANI 71 PAGE 34
 
LONG AERO CHARACT VF ORB BI1UGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 BETA 0



















- -{--4 - 2 	 1I0 
ANGLE O F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
3y"SCML SEFFOS FARAKETRIC VALUE.S REFERE.NCE INFORHATM(4 

























I'Z:FE ;lREFIFILE D{ODD 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BlIW6Hl4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBI CRCHO073. 22 .JAN 71 PAGE 35 





















-0.4 0	 "" 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL PPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 	 'E TA 0.000 HACH 2.990 'REPS 20.6640 50 IN 
REFL 10540 IN5.0. ALPS 0.000 BETS 0.000 	 REFS 12o.0000 1 N 
o 	 6.OtJ XNRP .9.3800 IN 
YNRP 0.000a IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B11W6H14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI PRCH007) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 36
 


















-04 -. 4 a 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SIL SFP0S PARA14TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0 7.0008°000 BETAALPS 0.0000.000 HACH AETG 2.990 O.FATC REFS REFL 20.6640 1A654H SQIN IN 
0900 REFS 12.0000 IN 
XMRP 9 3V$0 IN 
YHRF 0:0 ,00 IN 
ZHRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0080 
MSC S-28 ORBITER 841W6H14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO0?) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 37 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BlIGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OFBOOST BB3WBIHB19 BETA 






t D ° 
o 0.2 	 ______0_ ___N__ 
o 0.46 	 4 2 4 6 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 la coo SETA ao000 MACH 2'.990 REFS 2a.6640 so IN. 
0 	 11:000 ALPS 0.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12 0000 IN12.000 
 XMRF 9:3880 IN 
ZMRP ':4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 $CAL.E 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WSH14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBI, (RCHO07) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 38 
*LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIWGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1o BETA =
 























-to " - . 
-1. a____ 2 4 a to_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,STNOL Sppos PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 1.000 BETA 0.0;0 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 So IN 
2 .090 ALPS O.ao S ETB 0.090 REFL 1.8540 INzRFB _ N12:0000
9X-RF 9.80 N
 
ZRF 1.4000 IN 
SCALE 0.006REFE NCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBl (RCHO07) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 39
 

















-1.6 L____o 	 .- -. _ _ ___
-2.2
 
-1-0-	 -44 - 0 2 4 B a 10 
ANGLE ,OF ,ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL SEPFOS FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 	 REFS 20.6640 So IN 
0.000 	 SETS U.000 REFL 1.8541 IN 
REFS 12.0000 IN
5.000 ALFS 




ZMRF 1.4600 IN 
SCALE a.008 REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBI CRCHO07) 22 JAN .71 -PAGE 40
 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5yms"t SEFF03 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
7.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
8 .09a ALPS 0.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN
 
.00REFS 
 9.38 a INXMRF 12 0000 n 




MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBl CRCHO007) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 41 













ALFS 0.00 SETS 0.0 *.50 1 
0 IZ.VVAVZ.9 TA SDQ REFp 9O.36480 IN 









MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGFI14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI RCHO07) 22 JAN 71 -PAGE 42 

















.1 - ___- _o __ 
.00 _____ 
.00 _ _ 
-G -a- 2 4 6 a1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA; DEGREES
 
S?*4OL SzPPO5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 4.000 BETA 0.000 RACK 2.9$1O REFS 20.6640 SO IN 
0 P.OO ALFS 5.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12.0000S 61000 XMRP 9.3880 ININ
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088 REFERENCE FILE .0000 

MSC S-28 ORBITER B11WSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOOB)" 22 JAN 71 PAGE 43
 














0 .14 ___P 9___ 
o .14 





8a1 - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a so 










S..--.PJ-... twZ REFERENCE-INFORHATION 
REFS 20.6640 SO IN 
8.000 ALPS 5.000 BETS 0.000 REPI 1.85 40 IN 
o 9.000 XNRP 9 ."a a IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
zM&P 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE BOO SCALE 0.0088 
ISC 9-29 ORBITER BIIGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHoo) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 4A 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIW6H14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1, BETA 0
 

















-- 0 - - 4 6 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 So IN 
O 11.000 
o 









YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0083 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOOG) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 45 












- a 2 461 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFP03 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 MTA .0.009 ,HACH 2.990 REFS -20.6640 soS in 







ZHR P 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.9009 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIMWHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 CRCHOOS) 2 JAN 71 PAGE 46 









Z -0.2 .____ 	 _____C-0. 
-0. 
-0.6 20a4I' 
-10 -O - - 4 -2 0 	 681 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFPOS PARAPMTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
a 7.009 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 	 REFS 20,6640 SO IN 
6.000 ALPS 5.000 BETB 0.000 	 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFB 12.0000 IN 







REFERENCE FILE- .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B11WGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOOG) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 47
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI9 BETA 

1.0 	 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
0. j I I 	 ­
(~)0.6 	 ____ ___ ______ _____ -
C 









-o -8 -~ 4 -2 0 2 4 6 	 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL SVFFOS FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 10.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6840 so IN 
REFL 1.8540 IN11.000 ALPS - 5.000 BETS 0.000 	 REFS 12,0O00 in 








REF,;k9CE FILE ,Opo0 

MSC S-28 ORBITER B11WGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOO) 22 4AN 71 PAGE 48­
___ 















ao 4 2 a 2 .4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SIMSOL SEPP0S PARAIERIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 DETA 0.000 "AC" a 990 REFS 20.664Q so IN5.000 ALF - 5.000 BETS 0:000 REFL 1.8540 in 
REFS 12.0000 IN 
6. 090 XMRP 9.3880 IN 
¥MRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRP I,460D IN 
SCALE 0,0a68
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
"MCS-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR BBSWBIH81 CRCH'OOG) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 49 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BH1W6H14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIh BETA 
























-6 -4 -2 -2 4 6 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYflL SzPPOS FARANETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 















ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0060 SCALE a O988 
HSC S-28 ORBITER I1W HI14V5 NEAR B03W8IHB1 CRCHOO) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 50 















z IV a a4 az 46 
9.412 . 
o 0.0010000 IICK ETA 290RV 10.4600 80in 
.R .E00 EAPEN V-L .000 0.00 RFLSCALE 1884MS -2 0.00 IN12.00008 IREEECEFLR000SE

~1C -2 OBIER61WH1V5NER B3B1B C0-OR) 2 AN7 PAGE(] 51
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B11WSHt4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA = 0
 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SeFfos PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 4.000 S_--TA 0.000 MACH Z.990 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN
 
0 5OO ALB .OD
°00 BT 
 EFL 1.6540 IN 
E3 50050  LS .6TREFSE 
 12oon0 IN
S 6.000 





FE*0 £ v, SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBI CRCH01O1 22 JAN 71 PAGE 52 
_ _ 
_ _ _ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3UBIHBl. BETA 0
 




.50 	 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
.28 	 _ " 
< .24 .	 __"___ ___ '- _-.__ 














so a G - 4 "-2 a 2 4 6 a 1o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ItFORHATION 
a 7.000 BETA 0.009 MACH 2;990 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 
o 0.000 ALF . 5.000 SETS 1.000 	 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12000 IN
o 	 9.000 XHRF _ 9.3Se IN
 








MSC S-28 ORBITER B1XtJSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 (RCHO1O) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 53
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB 'BIW6HI4V5INTHE PRESENCE 'OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1o BETA 
























* C• , ; , 
.- 10 a 
-4 -2 02 4 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY$SCL SEPOS PARAHETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 10.000 BETA' 0.003 HACH 2.990 REFS 29.6640 SO IN
 
o 11.000 ALFS 5.000 SETS a.000 REFL 1.8540 INREFB 12 GOODO IN
 







FFERE4CE FILE .0000 

MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO1O) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 54
 














ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES-

PT'N3QL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 &ETA 0.000 HACH Z.D99 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 








HRF 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 1.4600 in 
RF5RE0CE FILE 0 0 SCALE 0.008 




LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIW6H14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA 

I j I,- II 9_ 1 1 I 1_ 









S4 -2 a 2 4 80 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYr4 L SEP$OS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IllrORMATION 




ALFS 5.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 
REFSXHR P 
1.8540 
12.00009 . 880 
IN 
ININ 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOIO) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 56 




U S0.4r , 
-n°t
 
-0 in - -r .0 -_4_ _IQ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOLU SEPP05 10.000 BTA FAR4ffTRIC VALUES 0.000 MACH 2.99O REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 20.6640 so IN 








YRP O . aaaa in 
ZR. 1.4600 IN 
FILE AGFERENCE ATTCK DEGREE SCPHE 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIW6H4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI- RCHOIO) 22 JAN 71 PAGE- 57 
0 THE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBlHB, BETA
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B!IWSHJ4V5 IN-



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 se 
ALPS 5-000 SETS a.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
0REFS SZ.0000 IN 0 °00XMRP 9.3880 in 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.4600 IN 
REERNC FE -- SCALE 0.00 
ORBITER B11WGHI4V5 NEAR.BB3WBIHBI (RCH0lO) 22 JAN 71 'PAGE 58 
in 


















-1.4 4 2 2 4 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNBOt SEFP0 PARA4FTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 7.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 SG IN 
03 aQUO 
9.000 









YMRF 0.0000 IN 
REFURC e rIL ODU 
ZMRFSCALE 1.46000.0088 in 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BlIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCH010) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 59 


























-e 2 a a6-4 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY'40 SZPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 10.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 . Se IN 
O 11.000 ALPS 5.000 8ET 0.000 REFLO 1.854012 000  IN 
12,000 XNRP 9.388O IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
SC S-28 ORBITER BIWGHI4V5 NEAR B83WBlHBI CRCHOIO) 22 JAN 71 .PAGE 60 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1WGHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIh. BETA =0
 















.02 . ._____ 
-iI - -4 -2 a 2 4 0 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL SZPF03 FAIAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640- SQ IN 







3.000 XNRF 9.3880 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
Z"RF 1.4600 IN 
REVEPENE FIL .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBI CRCHO2) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 61 

















- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FARAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 $Q IN 
ALFB 0.09D. BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 INREFS 12.0000 IN 
XNRP 9.3880 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .00oo SCALE 0.0088 
ORBITER BIIWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO12) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 62 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWGHL4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI BETA 0 










-S _!S 42 p 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
s;aOL SE"$ FARAgETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMAION
 
0 7.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 4 390 REFS au.66403 .000 ALFS 6.130 SETS G.o0o Se INREFL '. 540 IN
 
REFS I.ong - IN 
S 9.000 XMRF 9.3800 IN 
YRF 0.000 IN
 
Z*GF O T460 IN
 
o OFECE FLE *ava SCALE 0.008 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR B83WBIHBI CRCHO12) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 63
 
_____ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ 
.30 
.12 



















8 - a1 -4 -2 02 4 1al 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMB8OL SEPros PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN{CEINOMTN 
a 10.000 BETA 0.00a MACH 4.390 RF 064 oI 
o :.000 ALPS 0.000 BETS 0.000 RF .50 I 
12.0000I REF 
SAE 008
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B1IWSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO123 22 JAN 71 PAGE 64 

















"" ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBL SEFFOS PARAXTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.soo BETA 0.000 HACH. 4.390 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 
S 2.000 ALFS 0.0O0 " SETS 0.000 REFL 1 854G IN 
9.3aso in0.03,__ .00REFS _ XM 12:0000 IN 
YMRF 0,0000 IN 
ZMRP 1,46UD I N
-EFERENE FILE .000a SCALE 0 .c0
 
S-28 -C [RCH 2) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 65
ORBITER B4-WGH24V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI 







. 0I II RE:) 
-"1.0 - 6 -___4 __,0 _0 
-0. 





MCS-8OBTRB1G05NA B3lHI CC0222JN7'PG 6 
RE.EENC 000 REFSL 1.0008 I
C 0.2 ____AN 71"_________ PAGE_____ IN0.0000 

---------



















- 0 - o 0 - G - 4 - 2 0 2 4 "S 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFSREFERENCE INFORHATION
SYNSOL SEFF0S PARAHETRIC VALUES 
-12.0o 
REFS 20.6640 so IN
9.000 BETA 0.00D M4ACH 4.390f) 7.000 REFL 1.0540 ININ
 0.000










MSC S-28 ORBITER B11W6H14V5-NEAR B3W B1HBI " 22 JAN 71 67 







. . ' 2 ESC6456 k-
-0.4 1 
S-0-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrMSOL SEFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 10.000 BETA 0.0013 MACH 4.390 REFS 20 
REFL .8540 IN 
REFo 12.$000 IN11.000 ALPS ETS0.000 0* 0 
0 ,OQXBRP 9:3,0, IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 




REFCPER CE FILE 
MSC S-28 ORBITER 81IW6HI4V5 NEAR-BB3WBIHBI (RCHOO12) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 68
 











13 2 .0D ALF -- 100 
5n430- s PPO3 PARAMETRIC
-toP a 1.000 6ETA 0.000 





2 ____-6_-4 __'___06 _ 










- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 389 1,t 
REPS "2O.O660 SO IN 














LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BllWSH14V5 IN THE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI, BETA 0 




















la" a - 4 2 2 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 



















REFS v2.0000 IN 
6.000 XHRP 9.3880 IN 
0Y.RP0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0DO0 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1 'CRCH0123 22 JTAN 71 PAGE 70 










-3a -e -4- -2 1, 2 4 6 8 2 






0.060 M4ACH 4.390 
REFERENCE INFORMAT[ON 
RIEFS 20.66402 so IN 
12 .s0o ALPS 0.000 ET 0.000 SlEFL 1.8540 IN 
0 9.100 XERF 9.3880 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .o0o SCALE 0.0088 
ISC S-28 ORBITER BIIXGHl4V5 NEAR 883WB1HB1 CRCHO12), 22 JAN 71 PAGE 71 





























-So 8 4 -2 0 2 4 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYuBOL SPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YMRP 0.0000 'IN 
ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERINCE FILE .0130 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B1IWSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHO12) 22 JAN 71 PAGE -72 
_____ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BL1WGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE oF BOOST BB3UBIHB1, BETA = 0
 
.3411 
1 F 14 
.32 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS FARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 BETA 0.000 NACP 4.390 REPS 20.6640 $Q IN 
13 .000 ALPS 5.000 SETS 0.090 REFL 1.8540 IN 
0 .D EFS 1l4.0000 IN 
.001XHRF 9.38410 1N 
YHRF 0.g00 IN 
ZMRF 1 4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .O0000 SCALE 0:0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIW6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBI CRCHOI5-1, 22 JAN 71 PAGE 73 
_____ 
_______ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST.BB3BIHB1 BETA 0
*34 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES

-SYN-O-- z .ppOs PARAMETRIC VALUES 

rt ?.000 OrTA REF :ERENCEINFORMA .TION
V.000 MACH 4.390 

rl REPS 90°6840















, OR.SC S-28 ORBITER Bl0W.HlAV5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 
 CRCHRES 
 22 JAN 71 PAGE 7,I
 
_ _ 















-. 5. .1-4 - 2 13 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES•
 
MOC. SEF0 FARA -vzC VALM S REFERENCE INFOR iATZCN 
it) Sun BETA ACH 390 REFS 20.6640 se INM.O 4 
O- 1*G0 £,TB 0,00 EFL INi5OD AP5 1.4548 
1200REFS 12.0000 IN O XCIRF 9.3san in 
YURP 0.0000 IN 
ZURP 1.4660 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .00cla SCALE 0.0088 
ISC t-28 ORBITER 811NSHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCHOI5), 22 JAN.71- PAGE 75 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1WSH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1, BETA = O
 I *2 1 n l't 1 1 
____I______1.0 ___ 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
r"SL SEFP0S PARAMETRIC VALUES PIEFERENCE INFORMATPON 
0) 4 Quo MTA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS' 20.6e4U SG IN
 












•REFERENCE FILE .0000 

ISC S-28 ORBITER BlIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBI-HBI CRCH015) -22 JAN 71 PAGE 76 







-so -­ 4 4ea 6 a- 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES 
.MOot ZCFOA ?ARAKCTnic VACIPES REFERIENCE iNFORHATION 
7.001 BETA 0.02 MACIJ 4.390 REFS 20.6640 SQ IN 
0.000 ALPS SAW0 SETO d.000 REF 1.0540 1N 
YMRF 0.GOOD IN 
ZHRP &.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088REFERENCE FILE .000 
'SC S-28" ORBITER BIIWHI4V5 NEAR BB3WlH8I. [RCHO15) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 77
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B1IWSHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OFBOOST BB3VB1HBI, BETA = 
Lt­











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES --

STHBM SFFO$ FARANTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10OURO BETA G.GoD MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6540 SO IN 
$311 00 ALPE! 5.000 SET5 01000 REFL R0FB 1.0540 12.000. IN IN 






REFERENCE FILE .0OO0 
ORBITER B11tH4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI (RCHOI5) 
SCALE 
22 JAN 71 
a0.Do88 
PAGE 78 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWBHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB19 BETA 0
I I j I. I I 










-a" 0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
STN OL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF(WZHATION 
a 4.130 BETA 0.000 14ACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
13 5.0DO ALF8 5.000 SETS 0.vua REEL 1.8540 IN 
S 6.050 REFS9 12.00D0 IN 
,XHRF 9 *3880 1 N 
y"YHpZHRP 0 0001.4600 INin 
RF2REN0 FILE .00 -.­ _ SCALE O08 
oSC S-28 ORBITER ll.461IV5 NEAR BB3WB1HB10RCH0 5 22 'JAN 71 PAGE 79 
.6 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3UB1HBI9 BETA =
 
.I 








-. L .. 
-le - 4 .8 -0 to 















REFS 20.6640 $a INRFL 1.8540 IN 
0 9.000 REFS 12 DODD IN 
-XmRF 9.38a0 IN 
YMRPENF 0 DODD1460 U ININ 
REFERENCE FILE .ATAK D.EGEE SCALE 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWHI4V5 NEAR BB3WFAHBI!RCH015 22 JAN 71 PAGE 80 







ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL szF OS FARAKTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 2.000 BETA 0.009 MIACH 4.39D REF 20 6640 SQ IN 
E3 1.0 ALFS 5XV1 -BETS 0.000 REFL 1:8540 IN 
RE.3DFS 1Z.V0o0 IN 
Y0RF a.0000 IN 
ZmRp 1:46O, N 
REFERENCE FILE OOD0 SCALE OoOass
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BII SH14V5 NEAR 883WYBIHBI (RCH015) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 81 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1, BETA 0­






















.02 6­ 7 
-s - 4 4)2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMSOL SEP;Os FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.00o BETA 0.000 AAC 4.39D REFS 20.6640 SQ 
5.000 ALPB 5.000 B-TB 0.000 RErL 1.8540 IN REFB 12.0000 IN 
0 S000 XMRP 9.3880 IN 
YtRP a000o IN 
ZMRP 1t4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
SCALE 0.0988 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIW6HI4V5.NEAR BB3WB1HB1 ERCH011) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 82 
10 
IN 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES-

STNOC SEPPO5 FARANETRic VALUES REFERENCE /INFORMATION 
7°000 SETA O'Dod NACH 4.390- REFS 20.6640 so IN 
O.UOD ALFS 5.000 GETS 0.00Q0 REFL 1.8l0 I 





YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF " L.4600 in 
REFERENCE FILE GOOOD SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR 893WBIHB1 (RCH0ll) 22 JAN 71 PAGE '83 
0 
.C 
*LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1WGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBHBo BETA 











.S22 4 0____ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPFHA9 DEGREES 
SYMBOL SEPFO3 PARANETRIC VALUErS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.00 SETA D.000" HACH 4. 90 REFS 20.t640 SG IN 








YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 1:460 N 
REFERENCE FILE VpDOO - SCALE 0.008B 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BlWGHI4V5 NEAR BB34BIH81 [RCHOI1) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 84 











__ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
5.00 500 B *0 	 EllAL 1640
 
Ii-	 cst F 9.II2: 	 _ _ _ __4-0.2-

-50-O-t 	 4 2 03 2 4 081 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
P0sryea SEFFO ARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 4.000 EETA U.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6040 Be IN 
13 5.000 ALPO 5.000 SEES 0.0130 	 REFL 1.6540 IN 
f.ava 	 REFS 12.0000 IN 
YNRVP 0.0000 IN 
ZWRP 2.4600 INR FR~;C£FI£OSCALE
o 0.0088
 
REFERENCE FILE .000 RC1 SCALE 'e
 
VISC S-28 ORBITER BI1WSH14VS NEAR BBSWBLHB1 CRCH01L2 .22 JAN 71 PAGE 85 














10i -G .-4 a 4 6 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sy"30 SZFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENtCE INFORMATION 
a 7 000 BETA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
El 1:00 ALPS 5.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1 8540 IN REFS 12:0000 IN
 
S 9.000 
 X"RF - 9.388B IN 
YMRP ': 000 IN 
ZR-P I0440 IN 
REFERENA . SCALE 1.8O0 IE FILE ET 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B11WGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHO1I) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 88
 














*-f- -	 -2 0 2 4- 810 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES
 
SYmbOL serpos PARA"lETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o o.o oo BETA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
o 	 11.000 ALPS 5.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFB 12oOG00 IN0 2.0 	 XMRP 9.3880 IN
 
YRF 0.0000 IN 
ZXRF 1.4600 it] 
SCALE 0.0088REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI61 H4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBI CRCHO11) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 87 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWGH14V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI9 BETA= 0
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
Y"OL $EFFOS
.9FS FPAMETPI- ALUES E REFERENCT NOHTO.6640 SG I 
E3 5.009 ALPS slao VETS 0.O00 REFL 1.8540 IN 
6.000 REFSX-0F IZ.00009.3680 ININ 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.4600 in 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0038 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBI (RCHOII) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 8 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF 8RB BIIWGHI4V5 INTHE PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HBIo. BETA 0
 
0.2 















- -6 -2 0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACI ALPHA, DEGREES 
S"flOL szpos 
K.000 BE TA 
FARAMETRIC VALUES. 
0.00o HACH 4.390 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 20.6640 so IN 
1 0.000 
0.000 







YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.4600 IN 
RE RENCE FILE .0000 SCALE O.as 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWGHI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBI CRCH011) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 89 










D 2 -2.4 
-2.0 
-2.4 
-1* 0 2 _ 2 4 a 1____0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYA L SEFFOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.000 SETA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 -SQ IN 
13 1.09a ALFO 5.000 BETB 0.000 REFL 1. 040 IN 
REFS 12:0000 IN 




REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCA LE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BllW6Hl4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1 CRCHOll) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 90 
_____ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BI1WSH14V5, BETA.= 0 
.2 	 - 4 
Li-
S .24 	 -
REFS 197 0 I
 
z 	 5.000 	 I 15.699 I__T,V 








ON .1S-28 B__________TER __ IER-BI__V I RC032 22_N 1 PAE 9
B3BH 

L R 	 FIL _. SCALPPAE EM S 8 OS]TE BBWlO NEAR 0, S1V 22 JA 	 7NRC02 

LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB 81UH14V59 BETA 0




















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sfmo- SEFP0S FARARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE. INFORMATION 
4.00D BETA D.000 ALPS 0.ao REPS 54.6580 so IN 




 15.8990 in| 
YMRF g*ogO IN 
zm,P 2:0000 in 
MEFECC FILE .0000 SCALE 0.Doss 
f SC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR B1IWGH14V5 (RCH032) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 92 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 THE PRESENCE 	 BETA 0IN-	 OF ORB BIIG1111V5 
.302 






x 	 _ _ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ym 'EFF5 PA2ANSTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATI 
7.W BETA 0.00' ALFB 0.000 	 REFS 54.6580 se INI 
S 9.0v 	 REFS 19 7000 1 , 
XMRF 15:8990 in 
YMRP a .ao00 IN, 
ZMRF 2.0000 its 
REEEuJCE FILE .0000 	 SCALE ' o.sues 
ISC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR B__WSH14V5 CRCH0323 22 JAN 71 PAGE 93
 
















" -4 -2 0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 
PARAMTRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 ALPS n*gaO REFS 54.6580 $Q 
BIS .000 VACH 1.810 R FL 2 9920 IN 
X;R P 1 5 8990 IN 
Y4RF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 2.00O0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 'CALE 0.0008 





LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB 81WSH14V5, BETA 0
 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SBO SEF05 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IS00O BETA 0.000 ALFB 0.000 REFS 54.6580 So IN 
0 .000 SETS 0.000 MACH 1810 REFL 2.9920 IN 
3.090 REFDXRp 19.700015:8990 ININ 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZXRF 2.0000 Ih 
rEFERCHCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BlIWGH14V5 (RCH032) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 95 
---




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5 M,PO FARANCTRIC VALUES "REFEREtKE INFORHATION 
4-000 EETI 0.006 ALPa 0.00 EF5 54.6580 so IN 
[] 561 T0009 A - 1. XRPF 1.990Q 1t 




MSC 5-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BIIWSH14V5 (RCR032) 22 JAN 71 PAGE "96 














IL i-eeer nae &_M___ 
nI
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SrSOf , F05S7_Dou BETA PARAMETRIC VALUESoo_ ALPS VAUD REFERENlCE INFORMATIC04REFS 54.6580 $42 IN 
0.000 BTo 0:00 NACH 1.810 ANGE O ATACKALHA.DEGEE ,REFL 2.99zo 1N 
- AXRF 




&FEENCC FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR B11W6H14V5 CRCH032) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 97 








_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 




-I0 -0 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA0 DEGREES 



























YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZDRF 2.0000 , IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIWSH14V5 (RCH032) '22 JAN 71 PAGE 98 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB B11U6H14V5 BETA = 0
 









1 10- 9 - 6aT
 
ANGLE OF ATAK ALHDERE
 
-2.0 -1-- -- IN 
_ 
- _ _ REFS in__ 
C-,~MR _ _ 1,__ SS___ IN___ 
z. 0 -: ____00_ 
ANGLE or ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Srnt-L .SPPO$ FARANETRIC VALU~E REFERENCE INFORMArION 
fl 2.000 SETS 0.000 MACs 1. 8±0 REFL 2.9920 iN 
Y!IRF 0.0000O IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0,e
REFERENCE FILE .0000 


























 4 a 
_ 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
SYMBOL StP03l PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 4.009 BETA V.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
[] 5.000 SETS 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFL 2,9920 IN 
REFS 19,7000 IN
6.000 
 X'RP is .8990 IN 
YNRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMR F 2:0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .000 0A 
 E .0 8
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BllWGH14V5 CRCH0323 22 JAN 71 PAGE 100 
LON6 AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BItSH14V5, BETA = 0
 
0.4 
_ _ __ _ _ --4__ 
-jI-0 
'a -U.S ___ 





SYNBOL SpFFos PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G 7.000 BETA 0.000 " ALPS 0.000 REF$ 54.658a s9 IN 
( 8.000 
9.000 






Y'RF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.008 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BlW6H14V5 CRCH032)- 22 JAN 71 PAGE 101 
-0.4 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB B1IW6H14V5 BETA = 0
 











02.220 -o -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES 
SrMOLstPos. ARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10i.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 so IN 
'0 11.000 BETS 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFL 2.9920 IN REFS 19.7000 IN 
1200XNRP 15.8990 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 






MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIW6H14V5 CRCH032) 22 JAN 71 'PAGE 102
 
10 













0l .14 ___ __ 





1a a0 2 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SflSOL SEFP5O FARA4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 










YMRP .0 (3000 IN 
REFERENC¢E FILE 0000 
Z"RPSCALE a 000OO.0066 IN 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHB1 NEAR B1IWGH14V5 (RCHO36) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 103 


















* 1F 	 _19__7______ 
40 	 ____4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYL S-28 BOSOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 7.000 BETA D.000 ALPS - 5.000 	 REFS 54.6580 50 IN 
o 	 .000 SETS 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFL Z.9920 IN REFS 19 700a [No 9.00a 	 XNRP 13.8B90 in 
YN4RP 0.0000 IN 
7141W 2.0000 IN 
SAE 00
gZFElNtCZ FILE .0000 




LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BII6H14V59 BETA 0 I j 
.323--	 .- ~ ­
uI
 


















104 2 	 4.0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SVMBOL sEFFOS PARAmeTRIC VALUES 	 REERENCE INFORMATION 
o 10.06V BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 	 REPS 54.6580 SQ IN 
REFL Z.9920 IN 
REFS 19.7001 IN 
11.000 SETS 0.00 NACH 1.810 

o 	 ±2.000 XNRF 15.8990 IN 
YRF 0.0O0 IN 




MSC 5-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR B11WSH14V5 CRCHO3G) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 105
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWSH14VS, BETA &
 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sn-4OL. SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 4.000 SETA 0.000 ALF$ 5.000 REFS 54.6580 So IN 
O 5.000 	 BETS 0.009 MACH 1.810 REFL 2.9920 IN REFS 19.7000 iN 
o 6.000 	 XMRP 15.8990 INYNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 "N 
SCALE 0.008
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR B11WGH14V5 CRCHO3S) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 106
 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPFos PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE 1NFORMATION 
7.00 BETA 0.000 ALPS 51000 	 REFS 54.6580 sa IN 
S 	 6.000 SETS 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFL 2.992D IN 
REFS 19,7000 IN 
S 9.000 	 XmRP 25.6990 IN 
YHRP O.O000 IN 
ZmRP 2,0000 in 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB311BIHBI NEAR Bt14WGH14V5 CRCH03G) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 107 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB B11W8H14V5o BETA =0
 












0.4 a____ 4____ 
____10 4____ 
-C L 5P O A AE ~ CV LU R F R N E F R A It
S ~ 00 A 0 AP 5Q RF 468 QI
 
0EEC0 FILE SCL 1
 
JF
S 2 S AN-E ATTAC3t 22 JAN 7 
-i - 4 2 ,F 2oD 0 jQ-
FANGLE OFFALtACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SC~O S-2e8 RFASTAN3TR1HC NALEA BREF1ERERH3NC2 AN7 'AE "O10FRNA 













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
4.0D0






S .Cov SETS 
 0.000 HACH 
 1 810 1














MSC S-28 BOOSTER B83WBIHBI NEAR BllIWGH14V5 ERCH036) 22 JAN 71- PAGE 109
 
S-0.4 











-2.6n 	 - 4 2 V 2 4 6 alu 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHSEFO$PARAMETRIC'VALUESL 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
7.000 BETA 0O.Du ALFS - 5.000 REFS 54.6560 so IN 
8.00D SETS Q.DVO MAC" 1.610 	 REFL Z .S920 IN 
•REFS 19.7000 IN 
S 9.000 	 XMRP 15.8990 IN 
yHRp 0 0900 IN 
ZMRp z.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .000SCL0O.nO
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER B83WBIHBI NEAR BIIWGH14V5 CRCHO36) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 110 




















- a 	 4 2 4 0 a 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
STP"SOL SEPPOP FARANETRII: VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10,090O BETA 0.000 ALPS - 5.000 	 REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
RE5L 2.9920 IN13 11.000 SETS 0.000 NACH 1.810 REFS 19.7000 IN
 
12. 00 	 XNRP 15.8990 IN
 
YIfRF 0 0000 IN 
ZPP 20000 IN 
oREFERENCE F.IE AL 0 SCALE 0.0s88 
REFERENCE FILE N002P 




















. 6 - - - - .z .- .---_ . . .. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ 
.08 
.10 4 2 a 4 1 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CARAIfETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C3 4.000 BETA 0.0130 - ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 $O IN 
13 5.000 BETS 0.000 14ACH 1.810 REFL 2.9920 IN 
6000 
 REFSXMRP 19.70005 899  INN 
.YRP 0 .060 IN 
Z*RP 2.0000 IN 
RFERENCE FILE S. SCALE 0.0088 




LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBiHB INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGH14V5, BETA 0
 
















.1 4 04l o
*o: --4 . 2 02 6 8 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO0L $XPFOs PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 7.000 BZTA 0.002 ALFS 5.01our REFS 54 . e5 8 0 IN 
o 










ZNRF 2.0002 1 N 
REFE ENCE FILE .00001 .08a SCALE 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR BI1WGH14V5 tRCH034) 22 JAN 71 PAGE '113 




__ _ __ -__ -----­
.28 




































BETA 0.00O ALFS 
SETS 0.000 MACH 






REFS 54.6580 SQ 
REFL 2.9920 in 
REFS 19.7000 1 N 
XMRP 15.8990 IN 
YRF 0 0000 N 




MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR B1WGHI4V5 (RCH0343 22 JAN 71 PAGE 1-14 







-o It 2 4 6 010 
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHS0L 5EPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 BETA 0.000 ALOS 5.000 REFS 54 6580 SQ IN 








YNRF o.o000 IN 
ZMRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 0,o00 SCALE 0.0008 
NSC 5-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BllWSH14VS CRCH034) 22 JAN 71" PAGE 115 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBO SEFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 7.000 BETA 0.000 ALFS 5.000 REFS 54.6560 so IN 








YMRP 0.OOOu IN 
ZHRF 2:0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .G00 SAL .08 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHB1 NEAR BllWGH14V5 CRCHO34) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 116
 
0.6 






z 2 L 4 
0. 0 STA .0.00D ALPS 5.000 REFS S4.6580 SO IN 
E3 1.000 SETS 0.000 HACH I,610 REFL 2.9920 IN 
SZ.000 REFS 19.oon0 IN 
XMRF 15.8990 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 2 noun 1.N 
"REFERENCE FILE .0atio SCALE 0,0088 
HSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR 'BllW6H14.V5 ERCH034]" 22 JAN 71 PAGE 117 



















-1 4 2_aa_ t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
YNSOL 05PARAMETRIC VLES REFERENCE INFORATION 
S 4.0005.00 BETASTS 0.0000.000 ALPSMACH 5.000 1.610 REFS REFL 54.6580 2.9920 SQ IN 1N 











MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBHB NEAR BIIW0H04V5 {RCH034) 22'JAN 71 PAGE 118 
_ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
____ 
____ 











_ _ _ 
2.°4---
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
-SYBOIL SEFF0S FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
0 7000 BETA 0.000 ALF 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
o 0.000 SETS 0.000 MACH 1.010 	 REFL 2.9920 IN 
o 	 9.000 REFS 19.7000 IN 





REFERENCE FILE .0000 

rISC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR B1IWGH14V5 CRCH034) 22 JAN 71 PAGE Il1S 

























































(4.658) 22 JN 
CAL 0Oae 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3BIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB B118GHI4V50 BETA 





















"0o - -	 2 4 68 l 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL sPp05 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCF.INFORMATION 
a 1.OO BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 so IN 
MACH 21990 	 REFL 2.9920 IN0 2.000 SETS 0.000 REFS 19.7000 IN
o 	 s.000 XHRF 15.8990 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 2.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0080REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER.BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIW6H14V5 (RCHO38) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 121
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BBWBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5, BETA 

.32 














~ ~ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBSOL SSFPOS FARA!4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 4.000 BETA 0.000 AtPS 0.000 REFS' 54.6500 SQ in 
5E.000 azTO 0.000 NACH Z.99a REFL 2 .0820 IN 
0.00MRP 1 .0990 IN 
SCALE 0I00N 
REFERENCE FILE .0EAR R.2A-E SCALE 
MISC S-28 BOOSTER BBSWB1HB1 NEAR B1AIWGH14VS CRCHO38) '22-JAN 71 -PAGE 122
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHl4V5, BETA 0
jj~~ I• 
4 









.14 13 2 4 ______ , S_1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBL rPPOS REFERENCE INFORMATIONC PARANETRIC VAUES 
0 7,000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 30 IN 
El 0,000 BETS 0.000 MACH 2.99a REFL 2.9920 IN 





REFERENCE FILE .AP SCALE
S 0.00868
 










.22 _____ _____ 
z 
.2 








-s o - 4 2 a 4 6 a IQ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




























ZMRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR BI"IW6H14V5 CRCH038) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 124 















-a 1 -	 a 0 2 46 O1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
srMFOL SEFF0S PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 1.000 OETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 	 REFS 54,6580 so IN 
13 	 2.000 SETS 0.000 NACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 IN
 
300REFS 
 19:70DO IN S .00XMRP 15 .8990 IN 
YRF a00000 IN 
ZNRF 2.0000 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
 SCALE 0,.0088
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIW6H14V5 (RCH0381 22 JAN 71 PAGE 125 












-6 -6 -4 -202 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. hLPHA, DEGREES
 
$YMSOL SZFPOS FAPANCEIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 ETA ALFS- u.oo REFs SQ INIiboE 54.6580 

5.000 BETS 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 INREP5 19.7000 IN
 
0 6.000 XHRP 15.8990 IN
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 2.0000 IN 
EFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALF 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER GB3WBIHBI NEAR BIlWGH14V5 CRCFH038) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 126
 







aa -4 a B a 
SMOL EFFO$ FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





0 8.000 REIS 0.000 HACH Z1990 

0 .0 00 XHRF i . 990 
YHRP a .OUDO IN 
ZHRP 2 0000 INREFERENCE FILj 000 ScALE 0,008
 
SC S-2 BOOSTER B3WBIHBI NEAR 22 JAN 71 PAGE 127
HRCHO38) BMIWCH14V5 










 4 " 	 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL SsPOS . FARAMETIC VALUES 
REFS 54.6580 SQ INo 0.1000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 o x.oo BETS 0.000 MACU 2.990 	 REFM 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN 
o 	 1Z.000 XNRP 15.8990 IN 
-YNRP 0.0000 IN 
-. ZNRP 2.noon IN 
C SCALE 0.0088 
REFERNCE FILE 020
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER'BB3WBIHBI ,NEAR Blltl6Hl4V5 -CRCH038) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 128 













_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I'.0 
U-) 
- a. 4 2 4 a i 
0 
__0____ SCLE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES.
 
SrxSOL SFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS class REFS. 54.6580 so IN 











0 5oa)XMRF 15.SSSD IN 
YNRPZRF 0.0000-0.000 " ININ 
RAFERENCEFALE ALPHA 1ADEGREES 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3UBIHBI NEAR B-IGHI4V5 - RCH0381 22 _N 71 PAGE A129 












ANGLE OF A-TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
STNEWL SEFPO03 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 TA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6500 so IN 
E3 5.000 SETS 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN 
S 6.000 XMRP is 8996 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 -IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE a0,00o8 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER B833 lHBI NEAR BIIWGHI4V5 GRCH038) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 13"0 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5, BETA 0
 
Qo .. .. -- r fl -r 1- ..r-rr . ,--r 	 r­






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL _P0S PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFS Y4.6580 SQ IN 
REFL 2 9920 IN0 
7.0o0 BETA 0.000 ALFB 0.000 
8.000 	 SETS a,000 MACH R.990 
19:7000 IN900REFS 
 15.899a IN 
YHRF 0 0,O0O IN 







MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR BI11WSH10¥5 (RCHO3B) 22 JAN 71 PAGE' 131 
_ _ _ _ 




















- 4 21 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARANETFIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 -
SETS 0.000 HACH Z.990o zooREFa 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 . -
4 8 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 54.6580 SO 
REFL ".9920 IN 
970 INXMRF 15.8990 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 




MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR B11WGH14V5 CRCH038) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 132 
LONG -AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1 INTHE PRESENCE-OF ORB BIIWSH14V5o BETA 0

.34 r , 
.320
 















-:8 -0 -- 4 04 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyNBOL $EFFOS FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.00D BTA. 0.000 ALPS - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 S IN 
o3 5.OOO BETS 0.000 MACH 2.99L REFL 2.9920 IN 





YMRP 0.00OG IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIWSHI4V5 CRCH0373 22 JAN 71 PAGE 133 
0 THE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIW8Hi4V5, BETA
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI -IN 












-4.14 4 	 lo 
.02
 
ANGLE OF AKTTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES •
 
SYMBOL STEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7.000 	 BETA 0 000 ' ALFO I 5.000 REFS 54.6580 so IN REFL 2.9920 IN8.000 BETS 0.000 MAtH' 21990 

REFS IS.TaO IN 
• o XNAF is .8990 114 
ZMRF 2.0000 11N 
SCALE U.0088-REFERENCE FILE .00O0 
.MSC S-28 BOOSTER QB3WBlHBl NEAR BIIW6H10'5 (RCH037) 22 JAN 71 'PAGE 134 











.16 ---- 2 Q-.- ai 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYROOL SEFPOS PARAXE¥PRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.000D BETA= 13.00 ALPS - 5.0010 REFS S4.6580 $Q IN 
El 11.000 SEE-TS 0.010 HACH 2.99U REFL Z.9920 I" 
REPO 19.7000 IN 
0 2.00XHRP 15 6990 IN 
YNRP 0:0000 1 , 
ZMRF 2 .ODD , IN 
REFEREMCE FILE S00CALE 0.0088 
MSC 5-28 BOOSTER BB3VIBIHBI NEAR BIIW6H1'4V5 ERCFI037) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 135 
LONG AERO CHARACT OFBOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE-PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5& BETA = f
 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
013 4.0005.0 o BETABETS 0.0000.000 ALFBMA__ 5.0002.990 REFSREFL 54.65802.9920 so ININ 
6 00 0 REFS-XNRF 19:700015. e g ININ 
Y0.0 0.00go IN 
ZHRP a . 0u0 IN 
RFEFRENCE FILE .0000-SAE 008 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BrIlWH14V5 CRCH037) -22 JAN 71. PAGE 136 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGH14VS2 BETA 











-0 " - 4-Z a 2 4 a 8 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
STROOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7 130 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 so IN 
3 6:0130 SETS 0.000 "ACH 2.990 REFL a.9929 IN 
900REFS 19o70D0 IN
 S 00 XmpP 15.8990 IN
 
YMRP 0 0005 IN

ZRP 2:0000 IN 
REFEREHCE FILE .0*OD0 SCALE 0 .00us 
MSC. S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR BIIW6Hl4V5 IRCH037] 22 JAN 71 PAGE 137 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIW6HI4V5, BETA 

2 	 j I-. I I I I I 
1.0 _ _ __ 	
















2 	 * , 
- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 i0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYoL SEPFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 10.00a UETA , O.00 ALPO - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SQ In0 11.000 SETA 0.000 HACH 2.990 	 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFB 19.7000 IN
 
o itOOP XHRP 15.8990 IN 
YHRP 	 0.0000 IN 
2.0000go IN 
SCALE 	 0.0088
REFERENCE 	FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR' BIW6H14V5 CRCH037) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 138
 

















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPO,5 PARAMETRIC VALtES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aJ 4.00 UD TA 0).00 AO.LPS - 5.000 RV5S 54.6580 so IN 
0] 5.000 'emT9.000 
'0 .00REF60OXmRP 








YNRP 0.90010 IN 
ZMRP 2.000D IN 
REFERENJCE FILE .0coo SCALE. .0988 
MHSC S-28 B3OOSTER B03WBIHOL.NEAR BIIWGH14V5 ERCH'037) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 139 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBL INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BlIIWSHI4V59 BETA 



















a 6_ _4_a - 4 2 a 
ANGLE 'OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 T.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS - 5.000 ,REFS 54.6580 so IN 
0 .000 SETS 0.000 MACH 2,999 REFL Z.9920 IN 
S 9.000 REFS .19.7000 in 
XMRP 15.8990 in 
-Z YMRFRP .0000 0.0000o ININ 
REFERENAA FILE OLDD SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BTEBE B3WB1HB1 NEAR BTSWSH14V5 (RCH037) 22 JAN71 PAGE 1-40 
LONG AERO CHARACT.OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF 'ORB Bl'SH14V59 BETA 0
 
II F 













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS - PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 i.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 
o 11.000 
12.000 







YMRP 0.0000 IN 
2112? 2.0000, IN 
REFERENCE FILE .000D SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR BEl4H14V5 CRCH037) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 141 
















-o -. 14 
L.L 
x 
-10 22 4 6 1
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. ,DEGREES
 
SYNSOL SEPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 o 4.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 




 XHRF i5.8990 IN 
YNRF a.0000 IN 
ZHRF 2.0000 IN 
SCALE 00088
REFERENCE FILE .0 

MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR. B11lW6H14V5 (RCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 142
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3BIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 BETA = 0 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATZON
o) 7.0 0.000Q oO BETA ALFS 5,00O REFS 54.6580 S2 IN8.000 B.TS 000 1ACH 2.990
-. REFL 2.9920 IN
 
9.000 
 RE'a in 
HRP 1508990 IN 
YNEP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 2DOD0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BIIWSHI4V5 (RCHO4J) 22 JAN 71 -PAGE 143
 
0 




















-10 - 4 - 2 a 2- 4 G 0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACKv ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYJWOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORMATION 
1o0.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 ".REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
o 11.00 SETS 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 1tNo RErB ig:7Doo IN 
1 2o00 XMRP 15.8990 INyHRF aOOGOOD IN 
ZMRP 2.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0088REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BI1WSH14V5 CRCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 144
 
-1 











B. 4 2- 2 _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE4CE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 BETA U.000 ALFB 5.000 REFS 54.6580 so IN 
O 5.000 . PETB 0.000 MACH - 2.990 REFL 2.9920 IN 
o.000 .0 REFSXMRF 19.70005.899  INI  
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZURP 2.0000; . IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0vou SCALE 0.0088, 
MSC'S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR B1IWGH14V5 - CRCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 145 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BI1WGH14,V59 BETA r 0 















ANGLE OF ATAKiLHAiERE 
SEF t05 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
7.000 M A 0.000 ALPS 5.000 




S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBHB1 NEAR- BIWGH14V5 CRCH041) 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
REFS 54.6580 So 
REFL 2 o99zo , IN
REFS 19o7000XRP 5oSa IN 
.YMRF D.I1000 IZMRP 2. DODO INSCALE 0.0088 
22 JAN 71 -.PAGE 146 
INl 
0 LONG AERO6CHARACT OF-BOOST BB3W6lHR1 IN.
THE PRESENCE OF ORB BIW6H14V59 BETA 

I A 






























MSC 6-28 BOOSTER BB3t4B1HBI NEAR B11WGH14VS (RCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE '147 
















-- t. n II -4 0 4 6 a 
-2.4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBL SEPPOS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
S 4.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6560, SO IN 
5.900 SETS 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFL R.9920 IN 





YRP 0.0000 N 
ZHRF 2.0-20 N 
R EFERENCEFILE SCALE I AooTI0N8 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER B3WBlHBI NEAR BIIW6H14V5 CRCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 148 
0 
-0.4 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
STNBOL SEPFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
C3 7.00j)8.000 BETASETS D.Dus0.000 ALPSMACH 5.0002.99S REFSREFL 54.65802 9920 "SOIN IN 
REFS 19700. IN 
• -9° XMRF is .8990 IN 
y-rF a, 0DODD IN 
ZMRP 2:0000 1N 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
NSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHBl NEAR -BlWGH14V5 CRCH041) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 149 





_ _ _ _ 














-2.2= - _ _ 4_ 
4i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SlrPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o ±n.o0v BETA 0.Do ALPS 5.000 REFS .54.6589 SO IN 
11.000 SETS 0.000 HACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 " IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN 
MRXHRP 15.8990 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
Z$RP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE a.008 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR BllWSHI4V5 CRCH041) 22 JAN.71 'PAGE 150 









ANGLE OF 'ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
symi*0L spFFOi FARAMETRIC VALUES R EFERENCE INFORNATION 
1.0 0 BETA 0.900 AI.FS E1.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 
Z.000 SETS D.000 MIACH 4.39V R FL 2.9920 .IN 
.0XR .00REFS I9.TDO015 899  IN 
yMRF a 0000 IN 
ZHRP Z,o0 IN 
nEFERENCE FILE ,0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHSI NEAR BIIW6HI4V5 CRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 151 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
























YNRP - 0.0000 IN 
ZNRPSCALE 2.00000.00S8 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB6.NEAR BIIWSH14V5 CRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 152 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1 INTHEPRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHI4V59 BETA [ 0 n r r 1r i- r rr-t , 111 TI rl'---r--- -­*34 • l t 









2 4 	 a0
".0214 	 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS PARAMETe VALUES -REFERENCE 	 INFORMATION 
0 	 7.000 R TA 0.000 ALPS 0.001y REFS 54 6580 so IN 
' OOG'BO0 t " ,39 AEFL 2:99'a IN~ BT9 
13 000 .0W MC .1 	 XR9 19.7000 INST 	 REFS 

. 0 .00 
YNRP U,000 I"
 
ZRP 2.0000 IN 
SCALE A.rAH E 
ILE .2 	 ZFERENCF 00 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BE3WBIHB1 NEAR B1IWSH14V5 CRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 153
 
LONG AERO CHARACT-OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIW1GH14VS, BETA 0
 
3 
.28 - - -~--
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES" 










MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHB1 NEAR B11WGH14V5 [RCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 154
 
-0.4 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB B11W6H14V5, BETA = 0
 





S -. - 0 2024 
6. 4-
-0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY14SL SEFFOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.009 BETA 
O 2.000 SETB 
D.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 






R FB 19.7000 IN 
X.oOBxfIRF 15.8990 IN 
YNRP a.0000 IN -
ZtIRP 2.00.. IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088-
MSC S-28 BOOSTER B83WB1HB1 NEAR B11W8H14V5 CRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE - 155 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5, BETA 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBL SEPP0S PARAMETRIC VALUES" REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YRP .000 IN 
ZMRP Z.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FIlE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHBl NEAR. BIIW6HI4V5 [RCH043i 22 JAN 7'1 PAGE 156 -











40. 2 4 6 10. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SINBOL SCFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFS 54.6580 so INO 7.009 BETA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 
REFL 2.99?0 IN





 XHRP 15.8990 IN
 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRF 2.000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0 US
 
MSC-S-28 BOOSTER BB3UB1HB1 NEAR BI1WSH14VS tRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 157
 























-22 a -G -4 -2 0 2 4 
 a is± 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYnBOL SPaOS FARAXEtRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS D.000 
 REFS 54.6580 sa IN
 
o :1.000 BETS 01000 MACH 4.390 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN






REFERENCE FILE .0000 

_MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR BIIWSH14V5 (RCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 158
 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENlCE INFORMATION 
i.Dou BETA U.000 ALPS 0.°011 REFS 54,6560 5o in 
ZDiogo BETS 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFL 2:9Sz0 IN 
300REFB- -1 . _XMRP 19.7000 IN5 899 

HRP 0 0000 IN 
zALF zo A IN 
REFERENCE FILE S.A 0 SCALE .008N 
oSC -28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB NEAR BIIWHI4V CRCH043] 22 JAN 71 -PAGE 159
 











.2--0- a - at 
ANGLE OF A-TTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES "
 
SYMBOL sgPP0z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 4.000 IlETA 0.900 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.65 QI 
REFL 2:.9920 1NIN 
19.7000 IN
0 .000 SETS 0.000 MACH 4,390 
.00REFS






 nr en£zN¢l FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HIB1 NEAR BI1WSH14V5 CRCH043) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 160 
----
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBi INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIWHI4V5, BETA = 
I I -t 












-0 - - 2 	 4 6 a to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFOS PFARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 





o 8.000 SETS 0.000 HACH 4.390 	 IN 







REFERENCE FILE .0000 

MSC S-28 BOOSTERBS3WBIHBI NEAR B1IWSHI4V5 CRCH0431 22 JAN 7i PAGE 161­
I 






0 0.8 S 
-1.0 RFRN -2.0 




z -1.0 REF 11 00 I 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL SEFQS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10I.000 bA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.0500 50 IN 
£1 :2000 SETS 0.000 MACH 4.390 EL .9D I 
:200REPB 19.7000 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERECE PILE .0000 SCALE 0.0008 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WS1HB1 NEAR 811W8H14V5 CRCHO43) 22 JAN 71 ,PAGE 182 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB 611W6H14V5o BETA z 0
 


















-2 -4. - 2 - 8 
.00BT .00 - P 5-0 REFS_ 54.58 s I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNOL EPPos PA RTRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l 5.,000 SETS 0.000 HACH 4.390 REFL 2.9920 IN 
6.000 REFB 19 love%RF 5:8990 INN 
YHRP 0 ODO INZNRP 2.0000 IN
oFC4R.08E PL0 L 00.0 SCALE DOSSI
0 

MSC S-28 BOOSTER B83WBIHBI NEAR BIIWEH14V5 CRCHO46S 22 JAN.71 PAGE 163
 


















- 4 2 a- 2 4- 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL .sepPOs FiRAMETNIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 7.000 BETA 0.0O ALPS - 5.000 REFS 54.G580 SO IN 
S B.000 BETS 0*000 MACH 4.390 REFL a99 2a IN-
S 9.000 
 REFS 19:7000 INXMRP 15,8990 1N 
" 
 y•k 0.,0000 IN 
ZRP 2o0000 IN
REFERENCE FILE . 000 SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBHB- NEAR, B112H145 2RCH046) PAGE 164
22 JAN 71 













-1 3 - 4 - 2 a0 2 4 6 61 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNOL. SIFPOS FARAXETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.00P BETA 0.000 ALPS - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 So IN 
Oo 11. 0Q-11.000 
12.000 









YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0098 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BliWEH14V5 CRCH046) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 165 
_ _ 

















-o6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 4.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 So IN 








Z"RP 2.000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .oooo SCALE 0008a 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR B11WGHI4V5 CRCHO4B) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 166"
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF-ORB B11WGHI4V5, BETA 0
 














4 4 1 
-D.0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYfOL SEPOS FARANSTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 7.000 BTA 0-.000 ALF8 - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
3 8.000 SETD 0.0093 MACi 4.390 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19,D00 IN
9.000 XNRP 15.8990 IN 
YHRF a.0000 IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
R n.LSCALE 0.0082 















wJ 0 . 4 
1-4 








2Q10.000 BETA ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,' DEGREES
0.o00
SYMLOL SE P 0 ALPS
PARAMETRIC VALUES' 5.00 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 
 54.60.0
11.000 SETS INC.000 MACH 4.390 
REFL e.9920 INIZ.090 
 REPS, 
J 19 7000 IN
XMRP 15:8990 IN
 
YMRPZ0. a OOD IN2.0000 
RE FE REN CE F I LE . 0 13 
1N 
S C A LE 0 °00as 
MSC S-28 BOOSTERBB3WBHB1 NEAR 
BlWSH14V5 
-CRCH046] 
22 JAN 71- PAGE - 168 





















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
SYW50L SZPPO$ PARA TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4.000 BET. 0.00 ALPS - 5.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 
E 5.000 GETB 0.000 MACH 0. 0 0R 6°00" 
4.390 REPL F S 
XRP 
oMP 






ZMRF 2.0000 IN 
RE;RENCE FILE Gla. SCALE 0.00aO 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI NEAR BIIW6H14V5 CRCHQ4G) 22 JAN 71' PAGE 169 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST. BB3WBIHBI INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHl4V5, BETA 
o.* r-r ----------- r- rrrrr rr' - ! 
-02 
-0.4 
-0.2 -8 6 's 2 1I4_ 
* -0.6 IN 
-). 
0
-2 .0 0 BETA___ 0.00___ ALP - 5.00RES 4.58 __I 
-n 0.0 E S 000 A H 4 3R 2 99____0_ IN__________ 
REF 19:7000 IN 
C-)° 
-± * 2 
r0 -°0 - __T_______P _00 _°650 R__ S 1 
-M2 .000 I 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0086 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BllWSH14V5 CRCH046) 22 JAN.71 PAGE 170 










-t. a 2 4___ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL -- FFOS PARAMETRICVALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) r.000 BETA 13.000 ALFS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 $e IN 
11.000 SETS 0.00 MACH 4.390 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19:7aaa IN 
0 Z2.00 XMRF 1. a9,9a IN 
YNRF 0 ODDD IN 
ZMRFSCALE 2:10000 -o-aose IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BllW6Hl4V5 (RCHO46] '22 JAN 71 PAGE 171 
___ 
__ 












" - 6- 4 2 4 8"I 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 


















6.6co XMRF 15 899D in 
ZMRP 0,O000 1 , 
REFERENCE FILE .0000SAE 
.Ge 
.MSC S-28 BOOSTER B833 lHBI NEAR BllWSH14V5 (RCH042) 22 JAN 71 -PAGE 172 
____ 
____ 















 _ _ . _ 
.04 __- __1 - __ -_ _ 
.0 __ - ­
-o -0 -6 -4 -2 024 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYmOL SEFpOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 7.DOD BETA 0.000 ALFS 5.000 REFS 54.8580 SO IN 
o .000 BETB 
.0 0.000 RICO 4.390 REFLREFS 2.992019 7000 IN1 N 
S00XMRP 15:8990 1 N 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0OO SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB31BIHB1 NEAR B11WSH14V5 CRCH042) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 173 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHB INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIUGH14VS, BETA 0
 
.32 __- _ _ __ _ _ __ 
.28 
.26 
















O 10 0 64 2a 24 6a 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHIA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL se:POS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10. 000 SETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 - Sa IN
__*0 _ EFL 2.9920 IN
.2 °0 
0 100.0  ETMAH 4.9 REFS 19.7000 IN 
1 9.00 XHRF. 15.8990 IN 
YHRP . 0 0O 0 IN 





MSC S-28 BETA BB3BHb NEARLRCH042) BIIWAHI4V5 22 JAN 71 PAGE .174 











0 4S4 2 a o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"l 4.000 BETA 0.000 ALPS 5.000 REFS 54.6580 sQ IN 
Ol 5.000 BETS 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFL 2.9920 IN 





YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 2.0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 
0.008 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI NEAR BIIW H14V5 CRCHO42) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 175 
- - --------------















a 6 -4 E I0 6 IV 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEP0OS PARAMETRTC VALUES REFERENCE.INFORHATION 










U. D000,2.0000 ININ 
REFERENCJE FI LE .0000 SCALE 0.008$ . 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1- NEAR Bll-W6Hl4V5 -ERCH042) 22 JAN 7t' PAGE 176 


















0.4 -0__. 0R_9_ 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES . .
 5,90. 

svnD~t SZ p0s PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 RlEFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.00p BETA 0.000 ALFS 5.000 	 REFS 54.$ao , S IN 
REFL 2.9920 TN,o lou $TS 0.000 MACHI 4.3901100 19.7000 IN0 1..BDREFFo 	 2.00XHRF 15.8990 IN 
YMRF 0O0000 INI 
2RP Z.0000 IN 
SBE RBENC1 .0000 	 SCALE 0.008FILE 

MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 NEAR BllWBHI4V5 CRCHO42) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 177 
______ 












CD o -1.4 
zm -1.0G 
I 
I- -± .8 
-2*0 
-2 2 22 1 
-1 0-- - O - 4 - 2 0 2 8 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE.INFORHATION 
a 4.000 BETA 0.010 ALPS 5.000 
SYMBOL SgPOs PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 54.6580 So IN 
REFL 2.9920 INO 5.000 SETS 0.000 HACH 4.390 REFS 19.7000 'IN 
G.000- XMRP 15.8990 IN 





MSC S-28 BOOSTPR BB3WBIHB NEAR B11WGH14V5 CRCH042) . 22 JAN 71 PAGE 178 

















z -2 .6 z 
I 
-t6z 0 -6 - F 	 2 4a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES.
 
SYMBOL SEFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 7.000 BETA G.aaa ALPS 5.000 	 -REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
03 	 0.000 BETS 0.000 MACHl 4.390 "REFL 2.9920 IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN9.000 
 XHRP 15 *a9o IN 




REFERENa FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1 NEAR BI1WGH14V5 CRCH0421 22 JAN 71 PAGE 179 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT.OF BOOST BB3WBIHB1 INTHE PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5, BETA 









u - 10 















FATC.APA ERE REFEENC INFORATIO 
NONTO 
2:F 2000 I 
C-28 B 
ZMP .000 I 
L Y FSFRHTI ILN.000 








_ _ _ _____ 

















O 	.14 .- .
 
-i a1 a 4 2
 
.. 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
 
SYBOL HAH FARAKTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION1.510 i5.aca *I SFFOS BE TA 0.000 REFS' 20.6640 SQ IN 
0l 2.9900 
 REFL 1.8540 INREFS 20000 IN
 





REFERENCE FILE .0000 

MSC S-28 ORBITER B6,IWGH14V5 ALONE 	 CRCH029) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 181
 
0
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORB B1IV,WGH4V5 OUTSIDE PRESENCE-OF A-BOOSTER, BETA 
















to - - 4 024 	 6 81 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
.REFERENCE INFORMATION 
20.6640 Sa IN 
SYNMOL MACH FARAHETRIC VALUES 
REFSL 185 IN
1.810 SEFFOS 15.000 BETA 0.090
13 2 99E 
2.990 	 REFS 12.0000 IN 
0 *30XMRP 9.3860 IN
 
YRPF 0.0000 IN 






MSC S-28 ORBITER BllWGH14V5 ALONE 	 CRCH029J 22 JAN 71 PAGE 1,82,
 























-o -.4 -2 2 4to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
57MBOL NACH " AQAXE:TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION( 
0 o0al . SEFFOS 15.000 OETA 0.000 REFb ZU .6640 'so IN 
2.996 REFL 1.8540 IN 
0 .30 EFS 12.0000 IN 
.30XHRF 9.3880 IN 
YFRF 0.0609 IN 
ZMRF 1.4600 IN 
REFERENCE FILE .60000 SCALE 6.6088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WSH14V5 ALONE [RCH029) 22 JAN 71 ,PAGE 183 





























- a--0 -6 -4 2 4 6 81
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
;YHSOL NACH . FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YNRF 0.0000 IN' 
ZNRF 2.0000 IN 
DATA HIST. COVE *G SCALE 0.008 
BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1, ORB OFF CRCHIO0) 03 FEB 71. PAGE 184 

















- a 4 2 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 10 SEFFUS 15.000 SETS 9.oua REFS "54.6580 SRIIN 
S Z:990 REFL 2.9920 IN 





YM, P :.O00O IN 
0ATA MIST. COD *0 ZHRPSCALE 2.00000.0088 IN 
BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI ORB OFF CRCHIO0) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 185
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI OUTSIDE PRESENCEOF AN ORBITER, BETA 0­
0.4 
o______ 










-. -0. oo_ 








V -- -4 4 a 1 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
03 1.010 SEPFOS 15.000 BETS 0o000




 XHRP 15.8990 IN
 
YMRF- -. 00O0 IN
 
ZRP 2.000a IN
DATA MIST. CODE T SCALE 5.80 
BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI, ORB OFF [RCHO0 03 FEB 71 PAGE 186
 
LONG KERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BlIWGHI4V5 MATED WITH BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1o BETA = 0
 
. -r-r--,- -- r r-I 
c 
.24< 










.04 __ _.. .. , , , 
-n -- e -- 2 0 a 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYmBOL sEPPos FARAhCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.3.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.610 REFS 20.6G40 30 IN 
O 14.000 BETS 0.000 REFL REFS 1.8540 12.0000 IN IN 
XMRF 9.3080 IN 
YHRF a.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.4600 IN* 
DATA HIST. CODE *& SCALE 0.088 
BIIWH14V5/BB3WBIHBI MATED CRCHI03) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 187 
l 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 MATED WITH BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI, BETA= 0
 






U 0.2 ____ ___ _ 
-0.4
 
-0.80 -8 -.6 - -2 
 0 2 40
 
ANGLE OF AT-TACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 13.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 1.910 REFS 20.6640 SG IN 
D 14.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12.0000 IN 
YHRF 9.3880 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP - .4600 IN 
SCALE 008
L0
DATA HMIS. CODE 

BlW6H14V5/BB3YB1HBI MATED CRCH103) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 188
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BI-W6H14V5 MATED WITH BOOSTER BB3VBIHBI, BETA 0
 
a.* r 1 . . . . 















1O 0 4 2 a 2 4 6 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13.000 BETA 0Do0 NACH 1.810 REFS 20.6640' SO IN 
O 14.000 BETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12.0000 IN 







DATA MIST. CODE *0 SCALE 0.0088 
81WSH14V5/BB3WBIHB1 MATED CRCH103) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 189 














ANGLE ,OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL sep0- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 13.000 BETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REF 20.6640 sa IN
 
140DO°o T8 R9FL 1 8540 IN
 
".0 ES 000REFS 
 12:0000 IN 
XHRF 9 .3860 IN 
YHRF O.DODD I , 
ZMRF I .4600 in 
SSCALE 0.0088
 
DATA MIST. CODE C
 
B11WGHI4V5/BB3WBIHBI MATED (RCHI041 03 FEB 71 PAGE 190
 











573400L SPPOS PARAIIETRIC VALUES - RFRNE NOHTO 
o 13.000 BDTA 0.000 AC 2.990 
S 14.000 MATS CRH.0 REFLrB 1.85412.0000 It734 







DATA flEST. COE *0 SCALE 0.008 
81 IWSH14V5/BB3WB1HBI MATED CRCHI04) 03 FEB 71. PAGE 191 
- ------
_____ 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BI1WSHI4V5 NIED WITH BOOSTER BB3WBIHB, BETA 0
 




















-2 0,__ 	 ,_ __ __ _ _ _-
-2.4	 
_____
-2.2 G " ­
-0 - - -4 -210 0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNSL SEFFO5 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION­
0 13.000 5ETA 0.000 MACH 2.990 REFS 20.6640 0 I N 
o 	 34.000 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFB 120000 IN 
XHRF 9.3880 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.46UP IN 
SCALE
DATA MIST. C E *0 
BI1WSH14VS/B83WIHB1-MATEO 	
-RCH1O-) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 1&2
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BIIWGHL4V5 MATED WITH BOOSTER BB3WBIHB 0 BETA 0
 
.3 2 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYVflOL SEFFO5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 13.000 ETA 0.oDo UACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
14.000 BET8 0.000 REFL 1.6540 IN 
REFB 12:0000 It4 
XNRF 9.3080 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZmRr !.4600 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *& SCA L D.0O88 
81IWSH14V5/BB3WBHB MATED CRCHI05) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 193 
LONG AERO CHARACT'OF ORBITERBl1W6I4V5 MATED WITH BOOSTER BB3WBIHBI, BETA-= ­
, I 









=0.2 2_ 4 _ 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNOLPF$-PARAMETRIC VALuEs REFERENCE INFORMATION 











XMRP 9 .3880 . in 
YMRF u OOD IN 
ZMRF 1:4600 IN 
DATA MIST- COD *G SAE 008 
BJIW6HI4V51BB3WBlHBl MAT'E0 CRCH105) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 194 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF ORBITER BI.IWGH4V5 MATED WITH . tHBI,, BETA 0
 
0.0 -- --- r 14f 























ANGLE"OF AT-TACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEFFOS FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a 13.000 BETA 0.00b "ACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 so IN
 
13 4.060 SETS 0.000 REFL 1.8540 IN 









DATA I.ST, CODE *G 
BlIW6H14V5/BB3WBlHBl MATED CRCHI05) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 195
 
0 LONG AERO CHARACT.OF BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1 MATED WITH ORBITER.BIIWGHI4VSP BETA 













.2 ___- _-__ G 10 
.12 
L .o1.18N 0 4 8 10 
DATA HIST. CODE *0 






03 FEB 71 
19,7000 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 SCPFOS FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
13 ' OD0 BTA 13.000 BETS 0.000 - EFS 54.6580 SQ IN 




6 EFSSHRF 	 1'. 8990 IN
 
-YmRfF 
 DO OO I N
ZRP 2 0000 IN
 
DTA HIST CODE 0G SCALE 0.006a
 
883WBlHBI/BlI1WBHl4V5 MATED 	 CRCH 106) 03 FEe 71 PAGE 197 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOSTER BB3WB1HBI MATED WITH ORBITER B11WSH14V5% BETA =
 














--*2 _____.__ _-_ _2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.-ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ,S-PFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN CE INFORMATION 
() 13.000 BETA 0.009 SETS V.000 REFS 54.6560 SQ IN 
13 14.000 HACH "1o810 REFL 2 9920 IN 
REFR 19:7000 IN 
XMRP 15o8990 in -
YHRP a,0000 IN 
ZMRF 2.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *G SAE 008 
BB3wB1HBl/BIIWSH14V5 MATED CRCH1OG) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 198 
x 

























,02 .. IIuII.j ± 
,in
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA9 DEGREES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *G 

SYMOL SEFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI ON 
o BETA 0.900 BETS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 
o 14.000 HACH Z.990 REFL 2.9920 IN 
REPB 19.7000 Iti 
XNRP 15.8990 IN 
YNRP 0OOD0 IN 
ZHRP 2.0000 I 
SCALE 0.0088 
BB3WBIHBI/B1I16HI4V5 MATED (RCH107) 03 FEB 71 PAGE 199
 
13.00 
0 LONG AERG CHARACT OF B30STER BB3WB1HBI MATEO WITH.ORBITER BlIWSHI4V5, BETA 

1 .0 








o 0.3 IV___ a____ 4 2 aa 4 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0. 00 SETS 0.000 
2.990 
5COD E O 7 FP 
REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
REFS 54.6580 so 
REFL 2.0920 IN 
REFS 19.7000 IN 
YHRP 0:o0000 IN 
ZHRF ?laoua IN 
__HIS_CHSC3 E 2 
IN 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOSTERB3WBIHBI MATED-WITH ORBITER BIIWSHL4VSe BETA 0
 











.9. 4_ 2 4 - - ­
-D 1."-I - ____-_-___e,_o *l 
ANGLE OF ATTACKv ALPH: v'DEGREES
 
sr"SOL. 99" 05 PARAMETRIC VALUES RfEFERE~NCE INFO!:NATION 
Q 13.0$00O BETA 0.000 SETO D.000 REFS 54.6500 so IN 
E] J .O{oo MACH 2.990 REFL 2.9920 IN 
""REFS 19,7{]00 IN 
XMRP 15.8990 INYRP 0z.1.0 IN_ 
ZRP 2.-1o0 IN 
MITT. COOAC ANETA ALPSALE. D.ED 
Bo3 lHBI/B tACH . V.HATEO CRCHI- .- PAGE-03 FEB 71 201
 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA NIV. CODE *0. 














RF 15.899o IN 
XNRF is 8990 IXN 
ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
SCALE D.VU8B 
BM3WBIHBI/13IISH10V5 MATEO -CRCHI08) 03 FED 71 PAGE 2b2
 
LONG AERO CHARACT OF BOOSTER BB3WBLHBI MATED-WITH ORBITER B11W 114V5 9 BETA 0
 
1 	 ] I 
2
 






-0. 	 - 4 a _ 4 a 10 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMROL SEP05 PARAMETRIC VALUE& 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13.000 BETA O.Oau SETS 0.000 	 REFS 54.6580 sa in 




XMRP 15 . 990 IN
 
YHRP 0 , 0000 INZHRF 2,0D00 in 
14.009 MACH 

DATA MIST. CODE * 	 SCALE 0.00,8 























- - 2 0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYBOL SEFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
13.000 BETA 0.000 BETS 0.000 
04o0G HAH 4.390 
1410 AHREFR 
2.O 
DATA ANSTLCOF A C ALPHA DEGGRE 
BB3WBIHBI/B1lW6H14V5 MLATED CRCH108) 
4 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 54 6500 SQ 
REFL 2:1920 1N 
19.7009 IN 
XHRP -s.8990 IN 
.O0O Z 
ZHR- 2 2.400 IN 




















 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
























9.000 ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
l 12.001) REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE O.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BI1WGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBIVBI (RCHO02) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 205 
.08 






y - .0 
.0 - -4 -3 -2 -_ 1 2- 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SE-FFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.OOG ALFHA 0.000 HACH 1.610 REFS 20.6640 so IN 
S 4.000 ALPS 0.000 SETS " .000 ,REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFS 12.0OSS IN6.000 
 XHRF 9.3080 IN
 
0.000 YHRF aoOD -00
. 1 
9.u0o ZHRp 1.4600 IN
-z 2.000 REFERENCE FILE avou.- SCALE O.OO88
 
MSC S-28 'ORBITER BIIWSHI4V5 NEAR 8B3WBIHBIVB1 CRCHO02) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 206 










-_ -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 - 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SrMSO SFP0S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.000 ALFHA 0.000 MACH 1.010 REFS 20.6640 sa in 
13 .000 ALPS O.O SETS 0.000 Re L 1o8540 I 
REPa 12:000a 1N 
0 6.000 XRP 9 .3880 IN 
8.000 YNRP 0 .Go 0 1N 
9.00D 
. 
"ZMRPSCAL 1,.4600_.000a in 
"NSC S-28 ORBITE'R BIIWGHi4V5 NEAR BS3WBIHBIVBI - CRCHO02) 22 JAN 71 PAGE* 207 
_ _ 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB B11W6HI4V5 INPRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HBIV-BI
 
.30 - T n- i i 	 I- Ir I I n 1--I 
* 215 	
__ _ _ _1_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
























SIDE SLIP-ANGLE. BETAo DEGREES
 
SYMBOL FpOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




 XMRP 9.3880 IN
F- .000 YMRP 0000 - IN
 
,00D /MRP 1.4609 IN 
rl 12.000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 	 SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIW6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBlVBI (RCHO08) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 208 





















2 -2 a I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 MACH' 2.99D 
ALFe 0.000 BETS O.O0 
REFERENCE FILE . 0000 
ORBITER BIIW1 HI4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBlVBI CRCH0O8) 
3 4 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 20.66A0 - SQ 
REFL 1.8540 IN 
REFB 12:0000 INXMRF 9 .3880 IN 
IMRF -,. 0000 amZRP 1.4600 IN 
SCALE 0.0088 
22 JAN 71 PAGE 209 
IN 

















- 205 -5 -4 -5 -2 -1 "0S254 
-SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA," DEGREES
 





























9.000 .SCALE 0 .008 a 
12.000 REFERENCE FILE ,0000 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B1IWGHI4V5 NEtAR BBBWBIHBlVBI CRCHO0BI '22 JAN 71 PAGE 210 













- 5 -. -4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL SFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







6.000 XMRP 9.3680 IN 
. 8.000 
0.000 
YNRFZMRP 0.0000Io46OU INits 
I 12.000 REFERENCE FILE OOD SCALE 00088 
MSC 5-28 ORBITER BIIW6H14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBIVBI CRCHOI3) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 211 










-- 1 6 -5 -4 - -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
0 3.000 ALPHA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REFS 20.6640 SG IN 
4.0ao' ALPS 0.000 SETS a.oar REFL 1 8540 IN 
REFS 12:0000 IN 
6.000 XMRF 9.3880 IN 
.0 YHR " a.01100 IN 
9O ZMR P 1 460D0 N 
iz.000 REFERENE: FILE ovaoSC L O D 8 
MSC S-28 ORBITER B11W6HI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HB1VBI CRCH013) 22 JAN 71 PAGE. 212 
LATAND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB B1lWGH14V5 INPRESENCE OF-BOOST BB3WBIHBIV[I
 







Lu .010 REF 
SU
 
cf-.020 	 __ _ _ _ __ __ _ 
2­
*L 	 . -- _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ 
o- -	 s i­
SIESI7NL.BT.DGES. 	 EEEC NONTO 
SVSL5 FSPlNTRCVLZ 
C 	 .0 4fA 000 HC .9 ES 2X80 S f 
-. o005 REERNC FLE.00 
A 0.t000 	 I l I 1 t l ridfafliF 0.000 INl 
-	 .000 OOG EB 0 0RF ZN 1.4500 IN 
flFLE.000SCALE2.09 REERNC 	 0.0088 
MSC 9-28 ORBITER B11WSH14VS NEAR BSSWBIHB1VBI. CRCHO13) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 213
 
.LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB-B1WH14V5 INPRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVB1
 
.3 . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
* 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL SEFOS FARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 3°000 ALPHA 0.000 MACH 1.61a REFS zb,'664D Sa N 



















12.0go REFERENCE FILE .90. SCALE 0.0080 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BlI 6Hl4V5 NEAR BB3WBIH91VBI (RCHO04) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 214 















-I- -- 2 -2 " 0 1 2 3 4 - 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL SEPPOS PARAPIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 30U0 ALPHA 0.000 UACH 1.010 REFS 20.664D SQ IN 
E3 4.000 .ALPS 0.000 SETS 5.000 REFL 1,8S40 IN 
REFS 12:0000 IN6.000 
 XMRP 0.3880 IN
 
6.000 YARP 0.000O IN
 
9. ZURP 1.4600 IN 
n 3.0 REFERE FILE -0-s SCALE.0O00 

MSC S-28 ORBITER BlIPGH05V5 NEAR BB3WBlHBIVB1 CRCHO04) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 215
 



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
"EPPOS FARAMETRIC VALUES 
3.00 9 ALPHA 0.000 MACH 1.810 
4.000 ALFB 0.000 13ETB S.000 
6.000 
8 .0 0 9 
9 . 9 99 
la .00 0 REF RE N C E F ILE 
.0 000 ­





REFL 1.0540 IN 
REFS 12.0000 INXMRF 9.30 in 
YM I F 0 ,0000 IN 
Z R F 1 .46 0 0 IN 
C L " O O e 
22 JAN 71 PAGE 216 
IN 
LAT AND DIRECT-AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIW6H14V5 INPRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1VBI
 














-. 05 	 __0______ 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 




















o SA0 ' REFSXIIRP 22.00009.3380 ININ 
O.O00 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
9.oGo ZNRP 1.4600 IN 
12,000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC 5-28 ORBITER BIIWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBIVBI CRCHO0S) ,22 JAN 71 PAGE 217 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB BLIWSH14V5 INPRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBVBI -

F 











-' S -4 -3 -2 -1 2 3 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
-CLE0008 
SYMBOL SEFPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM&TION 
0 3.000 .ALPHA 0.000 HACH Z.990 REFS 20.6640 SO IN 
13 4.000 ALPS 0.000 OCTS 5.000 REFL 1. 540 INREFS 2__6090 IN
 
XMRP 9 .3880 IN

- . 6 DOD0000 YHRP 0. Do IN 
9.OM PH 1 4600 INs 12,000 REFERENCE FILE LOCDO LEFR C IOAO
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BII0H14V5 NEARBB3WBIHBIVBC 22 JAN 71 .218
HRCHO09) PAGE 

LAT AND DIRECT AERO ICHARACT OF ORB BIIWSHI4V5 INPRESENCEOF BOOST BB3WBIHB1VBI

I I. 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SY119OL SEPFO - FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,3. 000 ALP"A a o ACH 2.990 REPS so INV.Gp 20 6640 
" 4.000 -ALPS 0.000 DEIS 5.00D REFL 1.854D 1 N 
5-000 XmRP 9:36so IN
 
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 1 N 
9.000 ZMRP ,4600 IN 
06 12.000 REFEAEUCE FILE 000O0 SCALE 0 0 as
 
MSC S-,28 ORBITER 81IWSH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBIVBI CRCHOO9), 22 JAN 71 PAGE 219 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEP0O5 PARAMETRIC VALUES R:EFERENCESINFORMATIONI 
0 3.000 ALFHA 0.000 MACH 4.390 REF 20. 640 so IN 




I.0-.X1RP 9.58 0 IN8.000 0.0YRF O.0 IN 
9.000 ZHRP 1.4600 . IN 
b Iz.000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 - SCALE 0.00aa
 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BIIWEHI4V5 NEAR BB3WB1HBIVBI CRCHO14) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 220
 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB BIIWSH14V5 INPRESENCE OF BOOST BB3UB1HBIVBI
 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SOL POS .PRAE R VAI,,$ EFV.RENCE INFORMATION 
I.000 ALFAA 13.000 MACH 4.390 RF 20.6640 sa it] 
S 0 4°0906.000 ALPS 0.000 SETS 5.000 R£ELREFS 1.854012 0000 IN1 
XRP 93.04 IN 
8.009 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
91000 ZMRP 1.4600 IN 
12.000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 ORBITER BlIWGH14V5 NEAR BB3WBIHB1VBI [RCHO14) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 221 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF ORB BI1WG14V5 -IN:PRESENCE OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVBI­


















. SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES, 
ALFHA 0.000 MACH 4.390 
ALFB 0.000 eCTB 5.000 
°0 
-4 2RE.C1FLE G0OOD-
ORBITER B1IW6HS4V5 NEAR BB3WBIHBIVB" T.RCHOI4) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-REFS 20.6640 SO IN, 
REFL 1,8540EF-a 12_.000  INN 
X14RP 9 3880 IN 
YMRP 0,0006 IN 
Z. 1.4600 IN' 
SCALE 5'*86 
22 JAN 71 AGE .222 






.00 vM &m EM.........
 
.V. 
-. 10 D AA.R5 











4 ,51 2 5 

- 8__ -5 -4 -3 -2 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA; DEGREES
"I 
 REF ER ENCE IN F OR A TI O X
 
F A A N TR I C V AL ES
SY SO E POS 	 R 54.65 0 S INL 	 EFS 
. AL PB- . 000 

1 21 0
o 3.00 0 ALP HA 000 	 REFL Z.9920 
IN 




0OOO 	 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
9.000 	 ZHRP 2.0000 . IN 
SCALE 0.008812.000 REFERC CE FILE .0000 
?SC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBIVB1 NEAR.B11WEHI4V5 (RCH033) .22 JAN 71 PAGE 223
 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3IBIHBIVBL INPRESENCE OF ORB B1IWGH14V5
 
cr lin-r-r--r- - -rj -rrrr -rn- t n-rn -cci- -ri-r -rni-, fl,-r rrrr ¢rrr
















-0 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SRYfOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 3.00 ALPHA 0.00 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN
 o 4.000 BET 0.000 MACH 1.810 REFL 2.9920 IN 
.REFB 19.7000 IN 
B.oo YRF 15.8990 IN6 0on YHRF DOOOO - I N
 
t .,'D ZNRP 2.0000 IN
 
fl Sl.000 REFERENCE FILE .oo SCALE 0.0088
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBlVBI NEAR BIIW6H14V5 CRCH033) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 224 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA; DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS FARAMET21C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 3 B0B ALFHA 0.090 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN 
E3 1:000 BETB 0.000 MACH 1.810 .REFL 2.9920 IN 
0 6 ODREF9 19 7000 in 
$.agoD HRF I , :990 IN 




12.000 REFERENCE,FILE SCA LE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBlHBIVBI NEAR BIIWGHI4V5 CRCH033) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 2.25 
____ ____ 














*-.S -4 -3 - a 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 3 DOD ALPHA 0.°013 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 $Q IN 










S 9.0 ZNRP 2.0000 IN 
J O12.000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER.BB3WBIHBIVB1 NEAR BIWBHl4V5 CRCH039) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 226 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO-CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVBI IN-PRESENCE OF ORB BIIWGHI4V5
 




o0O _ _ _ _ __ _IB 
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- , . . . . ~ 
.. 















- .0 00X 




____ _.00 24 
5.90 I 
I 
SYM OL S&FPQS FARAI4ETRIC VALUES 
o 5.000 ALFHA 0.000 ALPS 0000g 
O 4.000S EBTS - 0.000 NACH 2.990 
6OOREFO o 600XNRP 
A .000 
th 9.000 
S ±IZ.000 REFERENCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1VBI NEAR BlWSH14V5 CRCHO3S) 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFO 54.6580 50 
REFL 2.9920 IN 
19.7000 IN 
15.8990 IN 
YHRF * 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 2.0000 IN 
SCALE 00088 
22 JAN 71 PAGE 227 
IN 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL SEFF05 PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.000 ALF14A 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONALPS 0.010 
4O OOD T H" o9 0 REFS 54.65bU 50 IN0 D0 HA 
 EFL 2 9920 1.4 
6.000 3 4.0.0 0 MTMAH 200REFS 19:70co IN
- .00 0O.QDS XHRP 15.8990 'IN 
im pR 0.00va IN 
;ZHRP Z.oavo IN ":SCALE-
 0.0068
 
cl 12.0 O REFERNCE FILE .0000 
MSC S-28 'BOOSTER BB3WBHBIVBI NEAR BIWH14V5 
 (RCH0393 
22 JAN 71 PAGE 228" 
L.1 
iii -iii ,- 61,- FrYi h..30 fIllrrtr rir- n i,--ii, -rrv- llLAT -AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1VBI INPRESENCE .OLORB B1IMWH14V5
 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 3.000 ALPHA v GOO ALPS 0.000 'REFS 54.6580 so IN 





1 5 . 990 
-in 
1 N 
3 .0 0 .YRRPF 0 000 IN 
" 9.000 ZHRP 2 QUOU IN 
• l.000 AEFCRENC FILE .0000SAE .08 
SC S-28. BOOSTER -BB3WBHBIVBINEAR BIIW0H4V5 1RCH044 22 JAN 71 PAGE 229 






-4 -3 -2 1 2 a 4­
__ SCL 0.0088-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE# BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBO 05"FARAMETRICs ' VALUES 
54 $60 so IN
3.0CV ALFHA 0 0013 ALPB 0.090 REFS 
REFL 2:1920 IN[] 4.000 SE.TS 0.000 14CH 4.390 
REFS 19.700, IN 









MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBlVBI NEAR B1IWGH14V5 CRCH0d44 22 JAN 71 PAGE' -230­







. .003 ____ ___ 













0 - .00 0 ALPHA 0.000 ALPS_ 0.000 RES ___ & I 
-. 00 
-0 .' ii -4 .5, • • -2* i I - 0 ,2 1 4 4 S 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
srusoj s.PPo5 PlaNETaIC VALUES, RErERENCE ZNF ORNATION 
0 3.00 ALPHA 0.000 ALPB 0.000 REPS 54.6580 SQ IN 
O 000. 0 01 Af 430REPL 19,?000 In 
0.00D YHRP 0.0000 IN 
6 .o90 ZNRPF 2.:0000 INi 
e1.090 RgErfleuc FILE .0200 SCALE 0.0 8 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBIVBI NEAR BIIWGH14V5 CRCHO4, 22 JAN 71 PAGE 231
 





6.05 _I XM_ 5_ 






-. 23 ____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES 
SINOOL SEPPOS PARAI4ETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .ooo ALPHA 0.00 ALPS. 0.000 REPS 54.3580 'SQ IN 
4.000 SET 5.000" HACN 1.810 REFl. 2.9920 IN­
o 6.000 XNRP 15.0990 IN 
A .000 -yNRP 0.0000 IN 
h 9.000 ZHRP 2.0000 IN 
S 12.000 RPFERENCE FILE .0000 SAE D08 
?ISC S-28. BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1VB1 NEAR BI1WSHI4V5 CRCHO35) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 232" 
LAT AND DIRECT-AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3VB1HB1VB1 INPRESENCE OF ORB BIIW H14V5
 
I I 














P ARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.00 ALPS 
5.000 MACH 




REFS 54 .6580 so 
REFL 2 9920 INF S 197 0 0 0 IN 
IN 









MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBIVBI NEAR.BIIWGH14V5 (RCH035) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 233 
LAT AND DIRECT .AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVBI INPRESENCE OF ORB BIIVWSH14V5
 
.020 -rn--,,n iJ y-r-r -r-rr.T rlir -rtrr *i-r--n rr1rr =*rfl t lr 
jII 
.015 -- 11 
05 
m 




u _.o o 
' 0 
-.015 
-4 -3 -2 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL SEPFOS TARAMFTIZIC VALU E REFERENCE INFORMATI&M 
a 3.00V ALPHA 0.000 ALF$ 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SO IN, 
03 4.000 BEo 5.00a HACH 1.810 REFL 2.9929 IN 
6.000 OFFBXHRp 19 700016.8990 IN 
0.000 
9.000. 








-S 3 VE55 71 .PAG023N" 
MSC S-28 - BOOSTER BBSWB1Ka1BI NEAR B11W6H14V5 CRCH0353 22-JAN 71 PAGE 234" 




































*RlEFS 54.6580 SQ 
- 2.9920197000 ININ 
P 15,990 in 
YHflP 0.0000 in 
ZRP 20000 IN 
0.088 NL.L 
IN 
MISC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1VBI NEAR B11VIGH14VS CRCHO4O) 22 -JAN 71 PAGE- 235 







_ _ _ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
YM F05 ARA TRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
3.00D ALPHA 0.000 ALPS 0.009 REFS 54 6580 SQ IN
F L 
El 4.000 SET 5.Uu MACH Z.990 Rr -2.092C INREFS 1D 7000 IN0.00 XmRF 15 :699 I1 -
S .ODS rm F aoovQ IN"
 
9ooZMRF 
 z.6000 IN92-000 E£ FZ 0 SCALE C'U0 a 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHBIVRI NEAR BlII H14V5 [RCH040) 22 jAN 71 PAGE 236 


















-a -S -4 -3 -2 -1 a 2 .2 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SEPFOS PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 3.000 ALPHA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 SQ IN 
C 4.000 SETS 5.000 NCH 2.990 REFLREFS 2.9920"19.7000 IN IN 
c 6.000 -XRP 15.8990 IN 
8.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
9.000 ZNRP 2.0000 I 
a 12.000 REFERENCE FILE ,0000 SCALE 0.0088 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WBIHB1VBI NEAR 811WGH14V5 CRCHO4O) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 237 
LAT AND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WB1HB1VB1 INPRESENCE OF ORB BI1HIAV5





F- .10 ____ 
L-)7 
Iii 






--. 'C2 I - * + * . , i I l I i p i I 1 1 1 4 i i 1 , * * 
.20 
-.30Z -4 -3 -2 -1 1. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 



































52.000 REFERENCE FILE. .0000 
SCALE 0.0088 
MSC0 S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1VBI NEAR B11WBH14VS (R0H045) 22 JAN 71 PAGE 2,38 







SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
STMEWL SSFFOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.000 ALPHA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54 65$0 so IN
 
13 4.00G SETS 5.o0D hXCH 4.390 REFL 2:9920 IN 
EEFB 19,.7009 IN 
S 6.000 XNRF 15 .899,0 IN 
A 2-00 YMRF 0°:0000 IN 
56 9.990 ZMR F 2,0000 INSCALE 0.00-8
 
I.000 REFERENC. FILE .0000
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER 8B3WB1FIDIVB1 NEAR BllW6Hl4V5 CRCH0451 22 JAN 71, PAGE . 239 
____ 
_ _ _ 
LATAND DIRECT AERO CHARACT OF BOOST BB3WBIHBIVBI INPRESENCE OF ORB BIIW6HI4V5
 
________' 









.0 5 --- -. -3_ -2_. _ _ .- 01 2~ 4II 5 
6.0 0 
 8
9.005 __2GO ....... INI
 
0 .00 ALHA 000 LP .00 ES 4650 SOI 




-'OD- -5 -4 -3 -2- -1 0 1 2 46 5 
-00SIEJE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SMBOL sEPPOS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE sNRuIATnON 
o 3.000 ALPHA 0.000 ALPS 0.000 REFS 54.6580 50 IN 
O 4.000 SETS 5.000 MACH 4.390 REEL 2.A920 IN 
REPS 19.7000o 6.000 IN.XMRF 15.8990 iNA .000 YNRP 0.0000 IN
~. 9.000 ZNRP 2.0000 INf z.00 REFERENCE rILE .O00AE ,0
 
MSC S-28 BOOSTER BB3WB1HB1VB1 NEAR B11WEHI4V5 CRCH045) 22. AN 71 PAGE 240
 












b 4 -! 
4C"09 
-. 05 




ES 5 50 QI 
-a: G $- 3-2­
-PAGE 



























 . .. . . . . . . .l1 l l l i l
., 
 l ~ •, , 
-. 0S -5 -4 -3 -2 -10123 4 56 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOH DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCH109) N ALONE 1.810 54.6580$SC 5-20 BOOSTER 883WBIH1 MACH REFS SQ IN, 















LAT AND DIRECT VERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WB1HBI AND BB3WBIHBIVBI- W/O ORB
 



























-05- -4 -3 a 
- -I- 3 - - O1 2 3 " 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM;BOL CONtFIGURATIONZ DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI
 








ZHRP 2 0000 IN
 






LAT AND DIRECT' ERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WBIHBI AND BB3WBIHB1VBI- WIO ORB
 
• , ,-r1 -- r--r- - -- ,rrr 






-5 -3_-__3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 

























XMRF 15.8990 IN 
YNRP 0.001o IN 



















-_ -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 G "3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE', BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCNF;OURATICHI DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VA LUES REFERENCE IN FORMA=TION 
feC"112) C3 MSC 5:28 BOOSTER B33WBIHBI ALON E MACH 2.990 REFS 54.6580 SQ in 






XMRFYiRP .. 15,.8990O000 ININ 
.54SCALE ZHRF a." 00 ss IN 
PAGE 245
 




















-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -0 2 3 4 5 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





MSC S-28 BOOSTER 003WS1121 















X)RP 15.8990 IN 





LAT AND DIRECT VERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WBIHBI AND BB3WBIHBIVBI- WIO ORB
 
II 
• 1 1 










-5- ± 2 3 4 5
SIDE.SLIP ANGLE. BET'A DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IS S-OS1 DOOSTER 9B3WS1iNB1 ALONE HACH 4.390 RFs 54.050 so IN




XNRF 15.8990 IN 
YHRF a.0000 IN 
ZMRF - .0000 IN 





LAT AND DIRECT VERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WBIHB! AND BB3WBIHBVBI--/O:ORB




















VATA SET SYH L CONFI*UHATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
14ACH 4.390 p FS 54,6560 SQ IN(RCH.131 mSC 5-28 BOOSTER B3w lma1 ALOE 

(RCH1143 MSC S-28BOOS$TER 803W,81HBIYBI ALOE REFL 2:9920 IN
 
REFB 19 .7000 in
 













LAT AND DIRECT VERT TAIL EFFECTS- BOOSTERS BB3WBIHB1 AND BB3WBIHBIVB1- WOORB
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SIDE, SLIP ,,ANGI ,,aA, EG SE 
YH,14REF 2:992O0 IN 
YHRF " U .6000 INl 
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